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Company Name City County Parent Country Product Description 
Alexium Inc Greer Greenville Australia Produces technical fabric products using a 
reactive surface treatment 
Amcor Rigid Plastics Blythewood Richland Australia Plastic bottles 
Autolite Duncan Spartanburg Australia Spark plug shells and components 
Boral Bricks Inc Summerville Dorchester Australia Brick and structural clay tile 
Boral Bricks Inc Rock Hill York Australia Brick and structural clay tile 
Boral Bricks Inc Greenville Greenville Australia Brick and structural clay tile 
Boral Bricks Inc Anderson Anderson Australia Brick and structural clay tile 
Boral Bricks Inc Lexington Lexington Australia Brick and structural clay tile 
Boral Bricks Inc Van Wyck Lancaster Australia Brick and Structural clay tile 
manufacturing 
Cardno Ltd Columbia Richland Australia Infrastructure & environmental services 
CSL Plasma Services North 
Charleston 
Charleston Australia Plasma collection services 
CSL Plasma Services Columbia Richland Australia Plasma collection services 
CSL Plasma Services Greenville Greenville Australia Plasma collection services 
Icon Software Solutions Charleston Charleston Australia Software services 
IFCO  North America-
Walterboro 
Walterboro Colleton Australia Pallet recycling 
IFCO North America-Gray 
Court 
Gray Court Laurens Australia Pallet recycling 
Niftylift Inc Greer Greenville Australia Distributes cherry pickers & boomlifts 
PC Aviator Inc Loris Horry Australia Flight simulation products 
Platt Mounts USA Wando Berkeley Australia Design & product reset of weapon 
mounting systems 
Agru America Inc Georgetown Georgetown Austria Headquarters, structured geomembranes 
incl HDPE pipe fittings 
Agru America Inc Andrews Williamsburg Austria Manufactures needle punched 
nonwovens 
American Starlinger-Sahm 
Inc 
Greenville Greenville Austria Textile machinery sales & service 
Andritz Küsters Corp Spartanburg Spartanburg Austria Machinery for pulp & paper industry 
Benteler Automotive Duncan Spartanburg Austria Chassis components, front & rear axles 
Constantia-Hueck Foils LLC Blythewood Richland Austria Metal foil, packaging & labeling products 
for food & pharmaceutical products 
General Shale Brick Inc Greer Greenville Austria Distributor of brick & concrete products 
General Shale Brick Inc Anderson Anderson Austria Distributor of brick & concrete products 
Gindre Copper Inc Greenwood Greenwood Austria Manufactures copper conductor products 
for electrical equipment 
Hahl Inc Lexington Lexington Austria Cut plastic filaments, synthetic brushes & 
bristles 
Jerich USA Inc Hanahan Berkeley Austria Warehousing & distribution, freight 
forwarding 
Klausner Trading USA Inc Myrtle Beach Horry Austria Sale & distribution of timber products 
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M&W Automation Greenville Greenville Austria Engineering Firm 
Roxcel Corp Greenville Greenville Austria Supplier of printing and writing paper 
Stolzle Oberglas USA Inc North 
Charleston 
Charleston Austria Headquarters (North American) 
distribution of crystal drinking glasses 
AGFA Materials Corp Greenville Greenville Belgium Sales & distribution of printing products 
AGFA Materials Corp Goose Creek Berkeley Belgium Headquarters (US) Medical & industrial 
imaging film 
Bekaert Carding Solutions Simpsonville Greenville Belgium Service carding wire 
Carthuplas Inc Gaffney Cherokee Belgium Manufactures DVD & CD cases 
Deslee Textiles USA Inman Spartanburg Belgium Woven & knitted mattress fabrics 
FN Manufacturing LLC Columbia Richland Belgium Manufactures small arms, metal finishing 
& treating services 
Food Lion Distribution 
Center 
Elloree Orangeburg Belgium Groceries distribution 
Lava USA Inc York York Belgium Manufactures knitted fabrics for mattress 
covers, warehouse 
Lava USA Inc Walterboro Laurens Belgium Sales office for Lava Textiles 
Lhoist North America Charleston Charleston Belgium Lime based products & services 
Lhoist North America St. Matthews Calhoun Belgium Limestone terminal 
Orian Finishing Corp Travelers 
Rest 
Greenville Belgium Woven area rugs & carpet 
Orian Rugs Anderson Anderson Belgium Machine woven rugs 
Picanol of America Inc Greenville Greenville Belgium Distribution & repairs of textile machinery 
Picanol of America Inc Greenville Greenville Belgium Sale & repair of textile machines 
Pierret North America Spartanburg Spartanburg Belgium Textile cutting machines and plastics 
machinery 
Rhodia Novecare 
Charleston 
North 
Charleston 
Charleston Belgium Manufactures fire retardant chemicals 
Rhodia Novecare 
Spartanburg 
Spartanburg Spartanburg Belgium Manufactures  pharmaceutical  & 
chemical products 
Safelite AutoGlass Murrells 
Inlet 
Horry Belgium Automotive glass replacement shop 
Safelite AutoGlass Columbia Richland Belgium Automotive glass replacement shop 
Safelite AutoGlass Walterboro Colleton Belgium Automotive glass replacement shop 
Safelite AutoGlass Spartanburg Spartanburg Belgium Automotive glass replacement shop 
Safelite AutoGlass Aiken Aiken Belgium Automotive glass replacement shop 
Safelite AutoGlass Winnsboro Fairfield Belgium Automotive glass replacement shop 
Safelite AutoGlass Greenville Greenville Belgium Automotive glass replacement shop 
Safelite AutoGlass Greenwood Greenwood Belgium Automotive glass replacement shop 
Safelite AutoGlass Florence Florence Belgium Automotive glass replacement shop 
Safelite AutoGlass North 
Charleston 
Charleston Belgium Automotive glass replacement shop 
Safelite AutoGlass Sumter Sumter Belgium Automotive glass replacement shop 
Safelite AutoGlass Pendleton Anderson Belgium Automotive glass replacement shop 
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Safelite AutoGlass Moncks 
Corner 
Berkeley Belgium Automotive glass replacement shop 
Safelite AutoGlass Beaufort Beaufort Belgium Automotive glass replacement shop 
Safelite AutoGlass North 
Charleston 
Charleston Belgium Automotive glass replacement shop 
Safelite AutoGlass Lancaster Lancaster Belgium Automotive glass replacement shop 
Safelite AutoGlass Pelzer Anderson Belgium Automotive glass replacement shop 
Safelite AutoGlass Rock Hill York Belgium Automotive glass replacement shop 
Solvay Specialty Polymers 
USA 
Greenville Greenville Belgium Plastics compounds 
TVH Parts Co Duncan Spartanburg Belgium Distribution of material handling 
equipment 
TW Fitting NA Greer Greenville Belgium Tire to wheel assembly 
Unimin Corp Lugoff Kershaw Belgium Producer of silica sand 
WABCO  Compressor 
Manufacturing Co 
Charleston Charleston Belgium Air & gas compressors 
InChem Corp Rock Hill York Bermuda Headquarters, phenoxy resins, specialty 
polymers, contract manufacturing & 
material sourcing 
Toll Solutions LLC Duncan Spartanburg Bermuda Inorganic  chemical manufacturing, toll & 
blending services 
Aiken Reinforcing Steel Aiken Aiken Brazil Sales office for steel products 
Fitesa Simpsonville Simpsonville Greenville Brazil Manufactures lightweight spunmelt 
nonwovens including baby and adult 
diaper backings 
Lancaster Rail Products Lancaster Lancaster Brazil Steel rail forgings  
Pilgrims Pride Corp Sumter Sumter Brazil Poultry processing 
Springs Global US Inc Fort Mill York Brazil Headquarters (NA) 
Springs Global US Inc Lancaster Lancaster Brazil Distribution of home textiles 
Springs Global US Inc Fort Lawn Chester Brazil Distribution of home textiles 
UTi Integrated Logistics Columbia Richland British Virgin 
Islands 
Supply chain services & logistics 
UTi Integrated Logistics Inc Gaston Lexington British Virgin 
Islands 
Warehousing and storage 
UTi Integrated Logistics Inc West 
Columbia 
Lexington British Virgin 
Islands 
Warehousing and storage 
UTi Integrated Logistics Inc Moncks 
Corner 
Berkeley British Virgin 
Islands 
Warehousing and storage 
UTi Integrated Logistics Inc North 
Charleston 
Berkeley British Virgin 
Islands 
Warehousing and storage 
UTi Integrated Logistics Inc Duncan Spartanburg British Virgin 
Islands 
Warehousing and storage 
UTi Integrated Logistics Inc Ladson Berkeley British Virgin 
Islands 
Warehousing and storage 
UTi Integrated Logistics Inc Greenville Greenville British Virgin Warehousing and storage 
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Islands 
UTi Integrated Logistics Inc Charleston Dorchester British Virgin 
Islands 
Warehousing and storage 
UTi Integrated Logistics Inc Lugoff Kershaw British Virgin 
Islands 
Warehousing and storage 
UTi Integrated Logistics Inc Greenville Greenville British Virgin 
Islands 
Warehousing and storage 
UTi Integrated Logistics Inc Greenville Greenville British Virgin 
Islands 
Warehousing and storage 
UTi Integrated Logistics Inc Lugoff Kershaw British Virgin 
Islands 
Warehousing and storage 
Ace Bakery LLC Gaffney Cherokee Canada Production & distribution of bread 
products 
Aeterna Zentaris North 
Charleston 
Charleston Canada Specialty biopharmaceuticals 
Allied Crawford Steel Inc North 
Charleston 
Charleston Canada Distribution of carbon steel 
Andron Stainless Corp Columbia Richland Canada Stainless steel fittings 
Anvil Knitwear Inc Hamer Dillon Canada Distribution of sweatshirts & tees 
Arclin Surfaces Blythewood Richland Canada Surface materials for furniture, flooring, 
automotive & other applications 
ArctiChill  Newberry Newberry Canada Cooling systems for aviation, military & 
medical applications 
ATI Systems Myrtle Beach Horry Canada Detective and armored car services 
Atlas Hydraulics Greenville Greenville Canada Manufactures & assembles OEM hose & 
tube parts 
ATS Carolina Rock Hill York Canada Systems integration and assembly  
Avista Solutions Charleston Charleston Canada Loan origination software 
Canfor Corp Darlington Darlington Canada SYP Remanufacturing 
Canfor Corp Camden Kershaw Canada Dimension lumber 
Canfor Corp Conway Horry Canada Treated & untreated southern pine 
lumber 
Canfor Corp Myrtle Beach Horry Canada Office for New South Companies 
Canfor Corp Marion Marion Canada SYP Remanufacturing 
Central Wire Industries Ltd Lancaster Lancaster Canada Stainless steel wire manufacturing 
CGI Technology and 
Solutions Inc 
Columbia Richland Canada Computer related services 
Chemtrade Logistics Carlisle Chester Canada Sodium hydrosulfite manufacturing 
Cliffstar Corp Greer Greenville Canada Manufactures fruit juices 
Comact Equipment US Inc St. George Dorchester Canada Sales & service of handling equipment for 
the forestry industry 
Computer Software 
Innovations, Inc 
Easley Pickens Canada Computer systems design services 
Crop Production Services 
Inc 
Cope Orangeburg Canada Farm supplies 
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Crop Production Services 
Inc 
Bishopville Lee Canada Farm supplies 
Crop Production Services 
Inc 
Hemingway Williamsburg Canada Farm supplies 
Crop Production Services 
Inc 
Orangeburg Orangeburg Canada Farm supplies 
Crop Production Services 
Inc 
Kingstree Williamsburg Canada Farm supplies 
Crop Production Services 
Inc 
Lake City Florence Canada Farm supplies 
Crop Production Services 
Inc 
Aynor Horry Canada Farm supplies 
Dalkotech SC Newberry Newberry Canada Robotically welds large frame components 
Dare Foods  Spartanburg Spartanburg Canada Manufactures crackers 
Davis Neon / Division of 
Pattison Sign 
Heath 
Springs 
Lancaster Canada Manufactures neon signs 
Domtar Paper Co Fort Mill York Canada Paper product manufacturing 
Domtar Paper Co Tatum Marlboro Canada Manufactures converted paper products 
Domtar Paper Co Rock Hill York Canada Pulp & paper manufacturing 
Domtar Paper Co Bennettsville Marlboro Canada Fine paper & market pulp 
Drive Automotive 
Industries of America Inc 
Piedmont Greenville Canada Metal stamping of automotive body 
panels & body systems assembly 
Dunline Rubber Products 
Co 
Lake City Florence Canada Endless rubber preshrinking belts 
Dynamic Filtration Inc Anderson Anderson Canada Machine filters 
Elasto Proxy Inc Simpsonville Greenville Canada Sales office for industrial rubber products 
Fancy Pokket Corp Lancaster Lancaster Canada Gluten-free breads & deserts 
Garda West 
Columbia 
Lexington Canada Detective and armored car services 
Garda Greenville Greenville Canada Detective and armored car services 
Garda Beaufort Beaufort Canada Detective and armored car services 
Garda Myrtle Beach Horry Canada Detective and armored car services 
Garda Charleston Charleston Canada Detective & armored car services 
Giffels Inc Greenville Greenville Canada Architectural services 
Gildan USA Inc Charleston Berkeley Canada Undecorated activewear products, 
administrative operations 
Gyro-Trac Inc Summerville Dorchester Canada Headquarters (North American), sales & 
service of mulching machines 
Hile Gold Mine, Inc Kershaw Lancaster Canada Gold ore exploration 
Hipage Co Inc Charleston Charleston Canada Freight transportation arrangement 
Hood Packaging Goose Creek Berkeley Canada Woven polypropylene packaging 
Innovative Composites 
International 
Orangeburg Orangeburg Canada Composite materials for pre-fab housing 
Intertape Polymer Group Columbia Richland Canada Manufactures & distributes masking, 
stencil & duct tapes 
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InterWrap USA Charleston Charleston Canada Coated woven & laminated plastic 
products incl geomembranes 
ITI Hydraulik USA Andrews Williamsburg Canada Hydraulic cylinders & power units for 
elevator systems 
John Hancock Life 
Insurance Co Inc 
Sumter Sumter Canada Insurance agents 
John Hancock Life 
Insurance Co Inc 
Greenville Greenville Canada Insurance agents 
Komtech USA Inc Anderson Anderson Canada Plastic injection molded solutions & 
assemblies 
Lakeshore Inc Gaffney Cherokee Canada Ornamental nursery plants & products 
Liberty Life Insurance Co Greenville Greenville Canada Headquarters (SC), life insurance 
Magna Exterior & Interiors Spartanburg Spartanburg Canada Manufactures headliners, pillar & cargo 
trim, & loadfloor 
Magna Mirrors of America 
Inc 
Duncan Spartanburg Canada Automotive mirrors 
Mancor South Carolina Lugoff Kershaw Canada Steel fabrications 1/8" through 1" thick 
Metal Supermarkets Columbia Richland Canada Supplier of small quanity metals 
Mitel Greer Spartanburg Canada Communications solutions 
Muzak LLC Fort Mill York Canada Music & broadcasting services 
Norbord South Carolina Inc Kinards Laurens Canada Oriented strand board (OSB) 
Opta Minerals Hardeeville Jasper Canada Abrasive cleaning minerals 
Prologix Fort Mill York Canada Distribution of magazines & periodicals 
Prologix Orangeburg Orangeburg Canada Distribution of magazines & periodicals 
Quadco Inc Lexington Lexington Canada Metal fabrication of wood harvesting 
equipment, service & distribution 
Quality Model South 
Carolina 
Orangeburg Orangeburg Canada Plastic injection modeling 
Resolute Forest Products Catawba York Canada Commercial printing papers and market 
pulp 
Ripley Entertainment Inc Myrtle Beach Horry Canada Amusement parks 
Ripley Entertainment Inc Myrtle Beach Horry Canada Museum 
Ripley Entertainment Inc Myrtle Beach Horry Canada Motion picture theater 
Roylco Inc Anderson Anderson Canada Proprietary line of educational toys, 
Industrial Die Cutting services 
Samuel Strapping Systems 
Inc 
Fort Mill York Canada Manufactures polypropylene strapping 
Shred-it Charleston Summerville Dorchester Canada Record management services 
SpectAL Industries Gaffney Cherokee Canada Manufactures school bus windows 
Stantec Consulting Services North 
Charleston 
Charleston Canada Engineering services 
Stantec Consulting Services Georgetown Georgetown Canada Engineering services 
Streit USA Armoring LLC North 
Charleston 
Charleston Canada Manufacturer of armored vehicles for 
commercial, military & civilian use 
Supermetal  Rock Hill York Canada Supplies, fabricates & erects structural 
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steel 
Swift Group Manning Clarendon Canada Appliance replacement filters 
TD Bank Greenville Greenville Canada Regional banking hub & contact center 
TD Bank Columbia Richland Canada Commercial bank 
TD Bank Lexington Lexington Canada Commercial bank 
TLC Laser Eye Center Greenville Greenville Canada Offices and clinics of medical doctors 
TLC Laser Eye Center Charleston Charleston Canada Offices and clinics of medical doctors 
Trimac Transportation Inc Wellford Spartanburg Canada Transportation & logistics provider 
Trimac Transportation Inc Holly Hill Orangeburg Canada Transportation & logistics provider 
Triple M (US) Inc Fountain Inn Greenville Canada Scrap metal recycling 
Tube City IMS Darlington Darlington Canada Scrap & waste metal management 
Tube City IMS Cayce Lexington Canada Scrap & waste metal management 
Walker Emulsions USA Inc Orangeburg Orangeburg Canada Asphalt & industrial emulsions 
West Fraser Timber Co Ltd Newberry Newberry Canada Sawmill 
Flakeboard America Limited Fort Mill York Chile Support center for wood products 
manufacturer 
Flakeboard America Limited Bennettsville Marlboro Chile Medium density fiber board 
Flakeboard America Limited Bennettsville Marlboro Chile Particleboard 
American Yuncheng 
Gravure Cylinder Inc 
Spartanburg Spartanburg China Engraved printed cylinders for packaging 
& textile transfers 
Au some LLC Sumter Sumter China Candy manufacturing 
Bluestar Silicones USA Corp York York China Silicones incl liquid silicone rubbers, high 
consistency rubbers & vulcanized silicones 
China Construction America 
of South Carolina Inc 
Columbia Lexington China General contracting 
Cosco Container Lines 
Americas 
Charleston Charleston China Container shipping 
Cosco Logistics (Americas) 
Inc 
North 
Charleston 
Charleston China Transportation services center 
E-P Equipment USA Corp Inman Spartanburg China Headquarters (US), material handling 
equipment parts 
Fuyao North America Inc Greenville Greenville China Automotive glass sales office 
Greenfield Industries Seneca Oconee China NA distribution & manufactures 
expendable cutting tools 
GSP North America Co Inc Spartanburg Spartanburg China Automotive parts remanufacturing & 
distribution 
Haier America Camden Kershaw China Household refrigerators & freezers  
JN Fibers Inc (Sun Fibers) Richburg Chester China Recycles PET bottles into polyester stable 
fibers 
Lau Rubber and Plastics LLC Greenville Greenville China Headquarters(NA), sales & operations 
office 
One World Technologies Pickens Pickens China Power-driven handtools 
OOCL (USA) Inc North 
Charleston 
Charleston China Freight transportation arrangement 
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Origin Point Brands Charleston Charleston China Distribution of metal lawn & garden 
products to large retailers 
Techtronic Industries  (TTI) 
North America Inc 
Anderson Anderson China Headquarters Power Tool Division; sales, 
design, & distribution of motor scooters 
Techtronic Industries (TTI)  
North America Inc 
Pickens Pickens China Manufactures pressure washers, gas-
powered chain saws & string trimmers 
Uniscite Inc Gray Court Laurens China Manufactures plastic film (BOPP) 
Argos Harleyville Harleyville Dorchester Colombia Crushed and broken limestone 
AvCraft Technical Services Myrtle Beach Horry Colombia Aircraft maintenance & repair services 
Cemex Materials Aiken Aiken Colombia Ready mix & concrete products 
Ready Mixed Concrete Co Little River Horry Colombia Concrete manufacturing 
Ready Mixed Concrete Co Marion Marion Colombia Concrete manufacturing 
Ready Mixed Concrete Co Columbia Richland Colombia Concrete manufacturing 
Ready Mixed Concrete Co Lexington Lexington Colombia Concrete manufacturing 
Ready Mixed Concrete Co Georgetown Georgetown Colombia Concrete manufacturing 
Ready Mixed Concrete Co Myrtle Beach Horry Colombia Concrete manufacturing 
Ready Mixed Concrete Co Charleston Charleston Colombia Concrete manufacturing 
Ready Mixed Concrete Co Florence Florence Colombia Concrete manufacturing 
Ready Mixed Concrete Co Columbia Richland Colombia Concrete manufacturing 
American AVK Co Charleston Charleston Denmark Distribution center for valves, hydrants & 
pipe fittings 
Bridge Terminal Transport Mt. Pleasant Charleston Denmark Cargo handling 
Dantherm Inc Spartanburg Spartanburg Denmark Manufactures heat exchangers and air 
conditioners 
DSV Air & Sea Inc North 
Charleston 
Charleston Denmark Freight transportation arrangement 
KP Components Easley Pickens Denmark Manufactures machined hydraulic 
components 
Maersk Distribution 
Services 
Ladson Berkeley Denmark Freight transportation arrangement 
OneSeal Piedmont Greenville Denmark Distributor of high security seals & bolts 
Sauer-Danfoss Easley Pickens Denmark Mobile hydraulic equipment 
manufacturing 
Shipco Transport Inc North 
Charleston 
Charleston Denmark Freight transportation arrangement 
VELUX America Inc Fort Mill York Denmark Sales and marketing office for Velux roof, 
windows, and skylights 
VELUX America Inc Greenwood Greenwood Denmark Manufactures & distributes skylights & 
solar water heating systems 
Crescent Dairy & Beverages 
LLC 
Walterboro Colleton Dominican 
Republic 
Ultra pasteurized beverage processing 
facility 
Finnchem USA Inc Eastover Richland Finland Alkalies and chlorine 
Konecranes Columbia Columbia Richland Finland Industrial crane & hoist components & 
services 
Metso Minerals Industries Columbia Richland Finland Rock & minerals processing equipment 
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Moventas Inc Greenville Greenville Finland Supplier & service of gearboxes for 
industrial machinery & wind turbines 
Outokumpu Stainless Bar Richburg Chester Finland Manufactures stainless steel bars, wire 
rod & rebar 
Raisio Staest US Inc Summerville Dorchester Finland Nutritional supplements for food 
preparations 
Stahl Crane Systems Charleston Charleston Finland Sales & service of industrial cranes & 
hoists 
Valmet Corp Aiken Aiken Finland Manufactures & repair service of thermal 
sprayed roll covers 
Valmet Corp Lancaster Lancaster Finland Manufacturing & service of boiler tubing 
& shields 
Air Liquide America LP Spartanburg Spartanburg France Industrial Gas Manufacturing 
Air Liquide America LP Greenville Greenville France Industrial machinery and equipment 
Air Liquide Healthcare 
America Corp 
Aiken Aiken France Medical gases & equipment 
Alig LLC Huger Berkeley France Industrial Gas Manufacturing 
Alig LLC Spartanburg Spartanburg France Industrial gas manufacturing 
Alig LLC Darlington Darlington France Industrial Gas Manufacturing 
Alstom Power Inc Clarks Hill McCormick France Engineering services 
Areva NP Aiken Aiken France Engineering services 
ArjoWiggins Medical Inc Charleston Charleston France Specialty paper for the medical industry 
Atotech USA  Inc Rock Hill York France Electrochemical applications, plating & 
surface finishing 
Beneteau Group 
Manufacturing 
Marion Marion France Luxury sailing yachts 
Beneteau Inc Mt. Pleasant Charleston France Headquarters, luxury sailing yachts 
BGF Industries Inc Cheraw Chesterfield France Carbon fiber, glass & kevlar fabric 
BIC Corp Gaffney Cherokee France Pen & mechanical pencil Manufacturing 
Body Shop Greenville Greenville France Health and beauty aids 
Body Shop Myrtle Beach Lexington France Health and beauty aids 
Bostik Inc Greenville Greenville France Adhesive manufacturing 
Bull HN Information 
Systems Inc 
Greenville Greenville France Information Technology services  
Canberra Industries Inc Aiken Aiken France Process control solutions for nuclear 
industry 
Chargeurs Wool (USA) Jamestown Berkeley France Manufactures wool top combing 
Chomarat North America Anderson Anderson France Reinforcement components for precast 
concrete 
Christoph Paccard 
Bellfoundries 
John's Island Charleston France Sales and service of bells & clocks 
CMA CGM (America) Inc Mt. Pleasant Charleston France Freight transportation arrangement 
Coatex North America Chester Chester France Manufacture & distribution of chemicals 
Dillon Supply Co Charleston Charleston France Industrial supplies 
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Dillon Supply Co Orangeburg Orangeburg France Industrial supplies 
Dillon Supply Co Greer Greenville France Industrial supplies 
Dillon Supply Co Greenwood Greenwood France Industrial supplies 
Dillon Supply Co West 
Columbia 
Lexington France Industrial supplies 
Dillon Supply Co Conway Horry France Industrial supplies 
EDF Renewable Energy Harleyville Dorchester France Wood waste recovery plant 
EDF Renewable Energy Allendale Allendale France Wood waste recovery plant 
Ellcon-National Inc Greenville Greenville France Headquarters (North American), railroad 
& rapid transit equipment 
EuroKera North America Inc Fountain Inn Greenville France High temperature glass for cooktops, 
fireplaces & stoves 
Faurecia Interior Systems 
Inc 
Fountain Inn Laurens France Automobile interior components (center 
consoles, door panels, instrument panels, 
& seats) 
Gexpro Greenville Greenville France Distribution of electrical equipment and 
supplies 
Gexpro Charleston Charleston France Distribution of electrical equipment and 
supplies 
Gexpro Florence Florence France Distribution of electrical equipment and 
supplies 
Hagemeyer North America 
Inc 
Charleston Charleston France Headquarters, distributor of electrical & 
industrial products 
Imerys (Americarb) Bennettsville Marlboro France Precipitated calcium carbonate 
Inergy Automotive Systems 
LLC 
Anderson Anderson France Manufactures fuel systems 
Kentucky Tennessee Clay 
Co 
Langley Aiken France Kaolin and ball clay 
Labinal Inc North 
Charleston 
Charleston France Electrical wiring systems 
Laurens Proving Grounds Laurens Laurens France Testing grounds for automotive tires & 
suspension systems 
Legrand North America Inc Fort Mill York France Distribution of electrical products 
Michelin Aircraft Tire Co 
(PRIME) 
Greenville Greenville France Research facility 
Michelin Americas Research 
& Development Corp 
Greenville Greenville France Research & Development, tires & tire 
components 
Michelin North America Inc Greenville Greenville France Retail location 
Michelin North America Inc Greenville Greenville France Retail location 
Michelin North America Inc Starr Anderson France Semi-finished rubber products 
Michelin North America Inc 
(MATC/HNA 
Greenville Greenville France Headquarters (North American)tires & 
components 
Michelin North America Inc 
(MRT) 
Duncan Spartanburg France Semi-finished materials used in tires 
Michelin North America Inc Duncan Spartanburg France Truck tires 
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(US #3) 
Michelin North America Inc 
(US#0) 
Greenville Greenville France Passenger & light truck tires 
Michelin North America Inc 
(US#2) 
Sandy 
Springs 
Anderson France Semi-finished rubber products 
Michelin North America Inc 
(US#5) 
Lexington Lexington France Passenger & light truck tires 
Michelin North America Inc 
(US#7) 
Lexington Lexington France Extra-large earthmover tires 
Michelin on Main Greenville Greenville France Retail store for Michelin products 
National Cement Co Simpsonville Greenville France Cement 
Nexans High Voltage USA Goose Creek Berkeley France High voltage cable manufacturing plant 
Norandex Reynolds 
Distribution Inc 
Hanahan Berkeley France Building materials 
Norandex Reynolds 
Distribution Inc 
West 
Columbia 
Lexington France Building materials 
NSC USA Fort Mill York France Designs and manufactures machinery for 
textile and packaging industries 
Plastic Omnium Auto 
Exteriors LLC 
Anderson Anderson France Plastic injection molding of bumpers 
Plastic Omnium LLC Duncan Spartanburg France Automotive parts sequencing 
Saint-Gobain  Adfors 
America 
North 
Charleston 
Charleston France Manufactures glass mat substrate & 
reinforcment fibers 
Saint-Gobain Abrasives Inc Travelers 
Rest 
Greenville France Cutting Tool & Machine Tool Accessory 
Manufacturing 
Schneider Electric Seneca Oconee France Switchgear & switchboard apparatus 
Schneider Electric Columbia Richland France Switchgear & breakers 
Sloan Construction Co Inc Liberty Pickens France Highway and bridge construction 
Sloan Construction Co Inc Gray Court Laurens France Highway and bridge construction 
Sloan Construction Co Inc Camden Kershaw France Highway and bridge construction 
Sloan Construction Co Inc Duncan Spartanburg France Highway and bridge construction 
Sloan Construction Co Inc Pacolet Spartanburg France Highway and bridge construction 
Sloan Construction Co Inc Cayce Lexington France Highway and bridge construction 
Sloan Construction Co Inc Columbia Richland France Highway and bridge construction 
Sodexo Inc Aiken Aiken France Food & facilities management services 
Sodexo Inc Spartanburg Spartanburg France Food & facilities management services 
Sodexo Inc Columbia Richland France Food & facilities management services 
Sodexo Inc Columbia Richland France Food & facilities management services 
Sodexo Inc Columbia Richland France Food & facilities management services 
Sodexo Inc Columbia Richland France Food & facilities management services 
Sodexo Inc Rock Hill York France Food & facilities management services 
Sodexo Inc Beaufort Beaufort France Food & facilities management services 
Sodexo Inc Spartanburg Spartanburg France Food & facilities management services 
Sodexo Inc Myrtle Beach Horry France Food & facilities management services 
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Southern Optical Co Greenville Greenville France Manufactures ophthalmic products 
Southern Optical Co Charleston Charleston France Varilux lens service 
Systech Environmental 
Corp 
Harleyville Dorchester France Processes non-hazardous alternate solid 
fuel & biofuels 
TAC Americas Inc Greenville Greenville France Building automation systems including IT 
& security 
TCI Tire Centers North 
Charleston 
Charleston France Commercial Tire Center location 
Teleperformance Columbia Lexington France Customer and technical support call 
center 
Tire Centers LLC Duncan Spartanburg France Sale & service of tires & accessories 
Transnuclear Inc Aiken Aiken France Radioactive nuclear waste management 
Water & Power 
Technologies Inc 
Columbia Richland France Water treatment plant equipment & 
solutions 
Yves Delorme Inc Charleston Charleston France Home furnishings 
A Berger Inc Spartanburg Spartanburg Germany Automotive components 
ACO Ft Mill/Aquaduct 
Division 
Fort Mill York Germany Sales & distribution for ACO trench drains 
adidas America Spartanburg Spartanburg Germany Sports apparel distribution, credit & 
customer service 
ADO Corp Spartanburg Spartanburg Germany Distribution of imported fabric & window 
covering products 
Alfmeier Friedrich & Rath 
LLC 
Anderson Anderson Germany Injection molded automotive parts 
Alfmeier Friedrich & Rath 
LLC  
Greenville Greenville Germany Headquarters, Automotive fuel system 
components, fuel modules, pump 
housings 
American Carbon 
Technologies 
Chester Chester Germany Carbon Black Manufacturing 
American LIBA Inc Piedmont Anderson Germany Sale & service of textile machinery 
American Truetzschler Greer Greenville Germany Machinery repair facility 
Arntz Inc Summerville Dorchester Germany Manufacturing  & wholesale of saw blades 
Arvato Digital Services Inc Duncan Spartanburg Germany Magnetic media product manufacturing & 
distribution 
Associated Fuel Pump 
Systems Corp 
Anderson Anderson Germany Automotive fuel pumps & modules 
AUMA Actuators INC Greenville Greenville Germany Sales & service of relays and industrial 
controls 
Aviagen Inc Pageland Chesterfield Germany Poultry hatching 
Bader USA Inc Greeleyville Greenville Germany Distribution of automobile leather 
BASF Catalysts LLC Seneca Oconee Germany Produces specialty chemical catalysts, 
salts & solutions 
BASF Corp Central Pickens Germany Manufactures polyurethane 
BASF Corp Spartanburg Spartanburg Germany Industrial chemical manufacturing 
BASF Corp Anderson Anderson Germany IT and communication services for BASF 
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BASF Corp North 
Charleston 
Charleston Germany Inorganic pigment manufacturing 
BASF Corp Mauldin Mauldin Greenville Germany Surfactants & specialty esters 
BauschLinnemann North 
America Inc 
Myrtle Beach Horry Germany Headquarters, manufactures surface 
laminates & edge treatments 
Berchtold Corp North 
Charleston 
Charleston Germany Integrated surgical suites 
Bericap SC LLC Cowpens Cherokee Germany Plastic injection molding, closures 
Berliner Seilfabrik Play 
Equipment Corp 
Greenville Greenville Germany Headquarters (NA) sales & distribution of 
rope play equipment 
Berrang Greenville Greenville Germany Fasteners and assembly parts 
Bertrandt US Greenville Greenville Germany Engineering services for automotive 
industry 
BFC America LLC Chester Chester Germany Lanced & stretched metal reinforcement 
products for automotive weatherseals 
BMW Export Center Greer Greenville Germany BMW exporting operations 
BMW Manufacturing Co Greer Spartanburg Germany OEM Motor vehicle assembly 
BMW Performance Center Greer Spartanburg Germany Performance driving school 
Bosch Rexroth Corp Fountain Inn Greenville Germany Industrial hydraulic units 
Bosch Rexroth Corp Fountain Inn Greenville Germany Hydraulic pumps & motors 
Bosch Security Systems Greer Spartanburg Germany Distribution center for security & safety 
products 
Boysen USA LLC Gaffney Cherokee Germany Exhaust manifolds, diesel particulate 
filters 
Breilmann US LLC Greenville Greenville Germany Engineering & logistics services 
Brenntag Mid-South Duncan Spartanburg Germany Chemical distribution 
Brenntag Mid-South Charleston Charleston Germany Chemical distribution 
Bruckner Machinery Corp Spartanburg Spartanburg Germany Textile machinery 
Buck Enterprises LLC Blythewood Richland Germany Damper cushions & steel wire parts 
BVG Inc North 
Charleston 
Charleston Germany Chemical handling systems for paper, 
beverage & glass industries 
Carolina Door Controls Inc Greenville Greenville Germany Door automation solutions 
Cleanpart Southeast Greenville Greenville Germany Cleaning & recycling of semiconductor 
components 
Concrete Pipe & Precast, 
LLC 
Summerville Dorchester Germany Precast concrete storm & sewer 
structures 
Con-Pearl North America 
Inc 
Greenville Greenville Germany Reusable packaging boards, sleeves & 
boxes 
Continental Tire the 
Americas LLC 
Indian Land Lancaster Germany Headquarters (North American 
Continental Tire the 
Americas LLC 
Sumter Sumter Germany Passenger & light truck tires 
Coroplast Tape Corporation Rock Hill York Germany Adhesive & insulating tapes used in 
automotive industry 
Crane America Services Greenville Greenville Germany Crane repair & service 
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Crane America Services Lexington Lexington Germany Crane repair & service 
DAA Draxlmaier 
Automotive of America LLC 
Duncan Spartanburg Germany Interior parts, E-box, handbrake/gear 
cover, & main harnesses 
Daimler Trucks North 
America 
Fort Mill York Germany Headquarters, sales and marketing 
Daimler Vans 
Manufacturing LLC 
Ladson Charleston Germany OEM Sprinter vans 
DB Schenker West 
Columbia 
Lexington Germany Freight transportation arrangement 
DB Schenker Greer Greenville Germany Freight transportation arrangement 
DB Schenker North 
Charleston 
Charleston Germany Freight transportation arrangement 
DBK USA, Inc Spartanburg Spartanburg Germany Manufacture heating and cooling 
products 
DBW Fiber Corp Summerville Dorchester Germany Acoustic & thermal insulation products 
DHL Global Forwarding 
North America 
West 
Columbia 
Lexington Germany US customs brokerage & entry processing 
functions 
DHL Global Forwarding 
North America 
North 
Charleston 
Charleston Germany Freight transportation arrangement 
Dietz + Schell 
Manufacturing 
Anderson Anderson Germany Special purpose machinery 
DRIAM USA Inc Spartanburg Spartanburg Germany Pharmaceutical coating machines & 
sorting equipment 
Eberspaecher North 
America 
Mauldin Greenville Germany Automotive exhaust systems 
EBM America Inc Spartanburg Spartanburg Germany Sales office for metal forming machines 
Ecka Granules of America 
LLC 
Orangeburg Orangeburg Germany Non-ferrous metal powder and 
particulates 
EDAG South Greer Spartanburg Germany Engineering & automated assembly 
services 
Emitec USA Fountain Inn Laurens Germany Metallic catalytic convertor substrates 
Envirotronics Simpsonville Greenville Germany Servicing of environmental test chambers 
Erhardt & Leimer Inc Duncan Spartanburg Germany Manufactures web guiding & measuring 
systems 
Exel Global Logistics Inc Charleston Charleston Germany Distribution center 
Exel Inc Greenville Greenville Germany Distribution center 
Exel Inc Rock Hill York Germany Third party logistics and distribution 
Fehrer Automotive South 
Carolina 
Duncan Spartanburg Germany Molded polyurethane foam seat pads for 
automobiles 
FEV Inc North 
Charleston 
Charleston Germany Design,development & testing of vehicle 
system technologies 
Fraenkische USA LP Anderson Anderson Germany Headquarters (NA), corrugated plastic 
piping & tubing 
Freightliner Custom Chassis 
Corp 
Gaffney Cherokee Germany Bus, van & motor home chassis 
Fresenius Medical Care Chester Chester Germany Kidney dialysis center 
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Fresenius Medical Care Darlington Darlington Germany Kidney dialysis center 
Fresenius Medical Care Ridgeland Jasper Germany Kidney dialysis center 
Fresenius Medical Care Easley Pickens Germany Kidney dialysis center 
Fresenius Medical Care Columbia Richland Germany Kidney dialysis center 
Fresenius Medical Care Dillon Dillon Germany Kidney dialysis center 
Fresenius Medical Care Kingstree Williamsburg Germany Kidney dialysis center 
Fresenius Medical Care Columbia Richland Germany Kidney dialysis center 
Fresenius Medical Care Florence Florence Germany Kidney dialysis center 
Fresenius Medical Care Newberry Newberry Germany Kidney dialysis center 
Fresenius Medical Care Chesterfield Chesterfield Germany Kidney dialysis center 
Fresenius Medical Care Columbia Richland Germany Kidney dialysis center 
Fresenius Medical Care Hilton Head Beaufort Germany Kidney dialysis center 
Fresenius Medical Care Port Royal Beaufort Germany Kidney dialysis center 
Fresenius Medical Care Loris Horry Germany Kidney dialysis center 
Fresenius Medical Care Murrells 
Inlet 
Georgetown Germany Kidney dialysis center 
Fresenius Medical Care Columbia Richland Germany Kidney dialysis center 
Fresenius Medical Care Sumter Sumter Germany Kidney dialysis center 
Fresenius Medical Care North Myrtle 
Beach 
Horry Germany Kidney dialysis center 
Fresenius Medical Care Columbia Richland Germany Kidney dialysis center 
Fresenius Medical Care Duncan Spartanburg Germany Kidney dialysis center 
Fresenius Medical Care Camden Kershaw Germany Kidney dialysis center 
Fresenius Medical Care North 
Augusta 
Aiken Germany Kidney dialysis center 
Fresenius Medical Care Conway Horry Germany Kidney dialysis center 
Fresenius Medical 
Care/TruBlu Logistics 
Rock Hill York Germany Distribution of dialysis products & 
equipment 
Friedrichs & Rath Inc Anderson Anderson Germany Plastic injection molded parts 
FUCHS Lubricants Co Spartanburg Spartanburg Germany Manufactures  oils and lubricants 
Gedore Tools Inc North 
Charleston 
Charleston Germany Supplier of automotive, aviation & wind 
power tools 
Genkinger-Hubtex Inc Greer Greenville Germany Textile machinery & material handling 
products 
Global Automotive Partners Duncan Spartanburg Germany Logistics, manufacturing & consulting 
services for automotive industry 
Goettfert Inc Rock Hill York Germany Distributor of industrial rheological 
measuring equipment 
Groz-Beckert USA Inc Fort Mill York Germany Distribution of textile needles & 
components 
Hanson Aggregates 
Southeast Inc 
Anderson Anderson Germany Stone and construction aggregates 
Hanson Aggregates 
Southeast Inc 
Bennettsville Marlboro Germany Stone and construction aggregates 
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Hanson Aggregates 
Southeast Inc 
Jefferson Chesterfield Germany Stone and construction aggregates 
Hanson Aggregates 
Southeast Inc 
Taylors Greenville Germany Stone and construction aggregates 
Hanson Brick East LLC Greenville Greenville Germany Sales office,stone and construction 
aggregates 
Hanson Brick East LLC Columbia Richland Germany Manufactures clay brick 
Hanson Brick East LLC Ninety Six Greenwood Germany Brick plant 
Hanson Brick East LLC North 
Charleston 
Dorchester Germany Sales office for stone and construction 
aggregates 
Hapag-Lloyd (America) Inc Charleston Charleston Germany Offices for container shipping company 
Hartmann USA Rock Hill York Germany Headquarters (US), Incontinence, 
compression & wound management 
products 
Heiche US Surface 
Technology 
Spartanburg Spartanburg Germany Headquarters(US)anti-corrosion 
applications for automotive industry 
Helima-Helvetion 
International Inc 
Duncan Spartanburg Germany Distributor of connectors for insulating 
glass industry 
Hemmelrath Coatings Inc Duncan Spartanburg Germany Coatings for automotive industry 
Hengst of North America 
Inc 
Camden Kershaw Germany Headquarters (NA) Manufactures motor 
vehicle filters 
Henkel Corp Enoree Spartanburg Germany Manufactures adhesives 
Henkel Corp Greenville Greenville Germany Manufactures adhesives and sealants 
HessAmerica Gaffney Cherokee Germany Industrial indoor/outdoor luminaires 
Hora North America Inc Mt. Pleasant Charleston Germany Service & sales of control valves 
HSGM Inc Duncan Spartanburg Germany Sales & service of heat cutting machines 
Hubner Manufacturing 
Corp 
Mt. Pleasant Charleston Germany Manufactures passageway systems for 
railcars & buses 
IBENA Inc Spartanburg Spartanburg Germany Wholesale home and industrial fabrics 
IFA Rotorion North America 
LLC 
Ladson Charleston Germany Drive shafts for passenger & light 
commercial vehicles 
IFSYS North America Inman Spartanburg Germany Manufactures & sells integrated feeding 
systems 
IMO USA Corp North 
Charleston 
Charleston Germany Slewing rings & slew drives for wind 
turbines 
InPro Electric USA Greer Spartanburg Germany Electrical services for production 
automation 
INTEC US Inc Greenville Greenville Germany Simulation software design 
Item Southeast Greenwood Greenwood Germany Supplier of t-slotted aluminum products 
K Walter Service Corp Inman Spartanburg Germany Provides and manufactures gravure sales 
and supplies to the gravure printing 
industry 
Keller USA Inc Fort Mill York Germany Headquarters, Supplier of industrial air 
filtration equipment 
Kloeckner Metals Greenville Greenville Germany Service center,processing and distribution 
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of aluminum & stainless steel 
Kloeckner Metals Huger Berkeley Germany Metal service wholesalers 
Koeberlein & Seigert LLC Campobello Spartanburg Germany Supplier of automatic feeders and 
conveyor equipment 
KOMET USA LLC Rock Hill York Germany Headquarters (North American) dental 
instruments 
Kontron Columbia Richland Germany Embedded computer technology systems 
KS Gleitlager USA Inc Fountain Inn Greenville Germany Permaglide & metallic bushings, thrust 
plates 
Kufner Textile Corp Greenville Greenville Germany Distributor of interlinings for apparel 
industry 
Kusters Zima Corp Spartanburg Spartanburg Germany Custom equipment manufacturing 
including machinery & hydrogen 
generation products 
Lang-Mekra North America 
LLC 
Ridgeway Fairfield Germany Mirror systems for commercial vehicles 
Lanxess Corp Simpsonville Greenville Germany Southeastern distribution center 
Lanxess Corp Goose Creek Berkeley Germany Rubber chemicals used in tires 
Lauscha Fiber International 
Corp 
Summerville Dorchester Germany Manufactures glass microfiber 
Lehigh Hanson Lowrys 
Quarry 
McConnells York Germany Stone and construction aggregates 
Lehigh Hanson Pelham 
Quarry 
Greer Spartanburg Germany Rock quarry, crushed stone 
LehighHanson Aggregates 
East Inc 
Bennettsville Marlboro Germany Stone and construction aggregates 
LehighHanson Aggregates 
East Inc 
Taylors Greenville Germany Stone and construction aggregates 
Leschaco Inc North 
Charleston 
Charleston Germany Freight transportation arrangement 
Linde Gas North America Columbia Richland Germany Medical gas manufacturing 
Linde Inc Eastover Richland Germany Manufactures industrial gases 
Linde Inc Aiken Aiken Germany Produces Oxygen, Nitrogen & Argon 
Lindoerfer & Steiner Spartanburg Spartanburg Germany Headquarters (US), reusable packaging 
materials for automotive industry 
LTG Air Engineering 
Holdings Inc 
Spartanburg Spartanburg Germany Room air & process air technology 
systems 
MAHLE Behr Charleston Charleston Germany Engine cooling systems 
Mahlo-America Inc Spartanburg Spartanburg Germany Supplier of measurement & control 
machinery and systems 
Mankiewicz Coating 
Systems LLC 
Wando Berkeley Germany Metal coatings & yacht painting systems 
MAPAL Inc Fountain Inn Greenville Germany Metal cutting tools 
Marabu North America LP North 
Charleston 
Charleston Germany Headquarters, printing inks & liquid 
laminants 
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Mayer Industries Inc Orangeburg Orangeburg Germany Manufactures braiding machines, CNC 
machining services 
MEKRA Tool & Mold Ridgeway Fairfield Germany Molds, tools, dies & design & machining 
Menzel Inc Spartanburg Spartanburg Germany Textile machinery 
Mias, Inc Fort Mill York Germany Material load handling equipment 
MK Metalfoils USA Inc Duncan Spartanburg Germany Manufactures re-rolling foils for catalytic 
converters, and precision metal foils used 
in automotive components 
Munzing Clover York Germany Manufactures anti-foam agents and 
chemicals 
Neuenhauser Inc Fort Mill York Germany Distribution of specialty machinery 
Niro Inc Greenville Greenville Germany Engineering services 
ODERMATH USA Inc Spartanburg Spartanburg Germany Manufactures specialty cored wire 
Oppermann Webbing Inc Piedmont Anderson Germany Manufactures apparel webbing 
Optibelt South Carolina Greenville Greenville Germany Distribution of high-performance drive 
belts 
Pace Global Energy Services Columbia Richland Germany Energy managment consulting 
PCC Chemax Inc Piedmont Greenville Germany Research & development of chemical 
additives 
PETNET Solutions Inc Columbia Richland Germany Diagnostic substances 
Pierburg US LLC Fountain Inn Greenville Germany Throttle bodies, EGR valves, & secondary 
air pumps 
Polysols Inc Spartanburg Spartanburg Germany Headquarters NA, Recycles polyester 
fibers for animal bedding & horse footings 
Possehl Connector Services 
SC Inc 
Rock Hill York Germany Plated electrical connectors 
PRETTL Electric Corp Greenville Greenville Germany Wire harnesses, electromechanical 
components & inverters for solar panels 
Prym Fashion Inc Spartanburg Spartanburg Germany Distribution of sewing & needlework 
products 
redi-Group North America 
LLC 
Greenville Greenville Germany Headquarters (NA), management services 
Reebok International Ltd North 
Charleston 
Charleston Germany Distribution of athletic shoes 
REMA USA Greenville Greenville Germany Electrical components and connectors 
RENK Corp Duncan Spartanburg Germany Manufactures slide and sleeve bearings 
Robert Bosch LLC Anderson Anderson Germany Oxygen sensors & engine components 
Robert Bosch LLC North 
Charleston 
Dorchester Germany General warehousing and storage 
Robert Bosch LLC North 
Charleston 
Dorchester Germany Fuel injectors & electronic stability control 
systems 
Roechling Automotive 
Duncan 
Duncan Spartanburg Germany Plastic components & modules for 
automobile industry 
ROFA Conveyor Technology Greer Spartanburg Germany Material handling solutions 
Rohmann LP Spartanburg Spartanburg Germany Manufactures electrical equipment and 
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sensors for non-destructive material 
testing 
Rudolf Venture Chemical 
Inc 
Rock Hill York Germany Textile finishing & coating services 
ruhlamat America Greer Greenville Germany Manufactures automation equipment 
SAR Automation Greer Spartanburg Germany Automation systems and engineering 
software 
Schaeffler Group USA Inc Spartanburg Spartanburg Germany Ball & roller bearings & components 
Schaeffler Group USA Inc Cheraw Chesterfield Germany Roller bearings & engine components 
Schaeffler Group USA Inc Cheraw Chesterfield Germany Roller bearings & components for 
bearings & motor elements 
Schaeffler Group USA Inc Fort Mill York Germany Corporate offices, roller bearings & 
components 
Sew-Eurodrive Inc Lyman Spartanburg Germany Headquarters (US), manufactures 
industrial power transmissions 
Siegwerk USA Spartanburg Spartanburg Germany Manufactures printing ink 
Siemens Industry Inc Roebuck Spartanburg Germany Relays and industrial controls 
Siemens Industry Inc Mauldin Greenville Germany Manufacture & assembly of geared 
motors used in manufacturing & 
warehousing 
Siemens Industry Inc Columbia Richland Germany   
Siemens Industry Inc (SRT 
South Carolina) 
Huger Berkeley Germany Reconditioning of slab casters, fabrication 
& welding 
Siemens Water 
Technologies Corp 
Greer Greenville Germany Water treatment systems 
Siemens Water 
Technologies Corp 
Ladson Berkeley Germany Water treatment systems 
Siempelkamp Nuclear 
Services Inc 
West 
Columbia 
Lexington Germany Engineering services for nuclear facilities 
SMIT Transformer Sales Summerville Berkeley Germany Sale & distribution of power transformers 
South Carolina Plastics LLC Fountain Inn Greenville Germany Plastic components for automotive, home 
appliance & medical industries 
SPF North America Hodges Greenwood Germany Pet food ingredients 
Stueken LLC Fountain Inn Greenville Germany High precision, deep drawn components, 
metal parts 
Symrise Inc Goose Creek Berkeley Germany Aromatic chemical products 
Syn Strand Inc Summerville Dorchester Germany Manufactures organic fibers & products 
Taylor Made Golf Co Inc Duncan Spartanburg Germany Golf apparel distribution center 
Thermo Heating Elements 
LLC 
Piedmont Anderson Germany Manufactures flexible heating elements 
Thies Corp Rock Hill York Germany Service of textile machinery and 
equipment 
ThyssenKrupp Elevator 
Corp 
Columbia Richland Germany Passenger transportation systems 
ThyssenKrupp Elevator Greer Greenville Germany Passenger transportation systems 
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Corp 
ThyssenKrupp Materials NA 
Inc 
Richburg Chester Germany Flat roll carbon steel services 
ThyssenKrupp Materials NA 
Inc 
Spartanburg Spartanburg Germany Metals service centers and offices 
ThyssenKrupp Materials NA 
Inc 
Florence Florence Germany Copper & brass sales division 
TIGGES USA Greenville Greenville Germany Sales office for fasteners & connecting 
elements 
T-Mobile Charleston Berkeley Germany Customer service call center 
TRUMPF Medical Systems Charleston Charleston Germany Headquarters (US), surgical lights & tables 
Vetronix Research Corp Hilton Head Beaufort Germany Design & assembly of microelectronics 
Volke Consulting Ltd USA Greer Spartanburg Germany Engineering support services 
Weima America Inc Fort Mill York Germany Sale & service of shredding machines 
WeylChem US Elgin Kershaw Germany Specialty chemicals 
WingFan Rock Hill York Germany Design & service of axial impellers 
Wurth Wood Group Greer Greenville Germany Distribution of specialty building products 
Wurth Wood Group Charleston Charleston Germany Distribution of specialty building products 
Zapp Precision Wire Inc Summerville Dorchester Germany Steel wire and related products 
Zapp Tooling Alloys Inc Summerville Dorchester Germany Distribution of metal pipe  
Zeltwanger LP Charleston Charleston Germany Engineering & mfg services incl CNC 
milling & turning, grinding, drilling & 
welding 
ZF Lemforder Corp Duncan Spartanburg Germany Front & rear axle assembly, front upper 
control arm 
ZF Transmissions Gray 
Court LLC 
Gray Court Laurens Germany Manufactures transmissions & 
components 
Frigoglass North America 
Ltd 
Spartanburg Spartanburg Greece Cold beverage merchandising equipment 
Maillis Strapping Systems 
USA 
Fountain Inn Greenville Greece Strapping systems & tools 
S&W Ready Mix Georgetown Georgetown Greece Ready-Mix Concrete 
S&W Ready Mix Murrells 
Inlet 
Horry Greece Ready-Mix Concrete 
S&W Ready Mix Conway Horry Greece Ready-Mix Concrete 
S&W Ready Mix Lake City Florence Greece Ready-Mix Concrete 
Thrace-LINQ Inc Summerville Dorchester Greece Manufactures & distributes geosynthetic 
fabrics 
Divatex Home Fashions Inc Piedmont Greenville India Warehousing & storage 
Hi-Choice Inc Manning Clarendon India Packaging of private label personal 
hygiene products 
MVP Group International 
Inc 
Charleston Berkeley India Headquarters,  distribution of candles and 
fragrances 
QuEST Global Services NA Greenville Greenville India Engineering consulting services 
SarlaFlex Walterboro Colleton India Manufactures yarn & threads 
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WNS Limited Columbia Richland India Business process outsourcing services, 
delivery center 
Accenture Columbia Richland Ireland Insurance solutions for property & casulty 
and healthcare 
Adams Products Oldcastle Cowpens Spartanburg Ireland Masonry products 
Adams Products Oldcastle Myrtle Beach Horry Ireland Masonry products 
Air Centers of South 
Carolina 
Greer Spartanburg Ireland Distribution & service of air compressors 
American Body Building  
LLC 
Walterboro Colleton Ireland Manufactures nutritional supplements & 
energy drinks 
Apac-Southeast Hardeeville Jasper Ireland Asphalt production 
Apac-Southeast Florence Florence Ireland Central-mixed concrete 
Apac-Southeast Taylors Greenville Ireland Highway and street construction 
Apac-Southeast  Darlington Darlington Ireland Asphalt paving mixture & block 
manufacturing 
ASM Modular Systems Inc Ladson Berkeley Ireland Raised access flooring 
avVenta Mt. Pleasant Charleston Ireland Headquarters, digital production & 
interactive communication systems 
Covidien Camden Kershaw Ireland Surgical gauze 
Covidien  Seneca Oconee Ireland TED stocking, sequnetial compression 
devices, hospital supplies and medical 
tools 
Covidien  Greenwood Greenwood Ireland Healthcare products 
Eaton Corp Sumter Sumter Ireland Relay & Industrial Control Manufacturing 
Eaton Corporation 
Aerospace Division 
North 
Charleston 
Charleston Ireland Machined components used in military & 
commercial aircraft 
Eaton Electrical Duncan Spartanburg Ireland Electrical products 
Eaton Electrical Division Greenwood Greenwood Ireland Manufactures switchgear & network 
protectors 
Eaton Hydraulics Division Greenwood Greenwood Ireland Manufactures low voltage busways 
Eaton Power Systems 
Division 
Greenwood Greenwood Ireland Manufactures electric power transformers 
Elite Electronic Systems Ridgeway Fairfield Ireland Contract electronics manufacturer 
Eltex US Inc Greer Greenville Ireland Weft & yarn sensors for textile machines 
Mergon Corp Anderson Anderson Ireland Plastic injection molding of parts for 
transportation & healthcare industries 
MMI Products Inc Columbia Richland Ireland Fencing & construction materials 
Oldcastle Building Envelope Rock Hill York Ireland Tempered & insulated glass products 
Oldcastle Lawn & Garden Gaffney Cherokee Ireland Wood chip & mulch products 
Oldcastle New Frontiers Inc Pageland Chesterfield Ireland Manufactures fertilizers 
Perrigo Co of South 
Carolina 
Greenville Greenville Ireland Dietary supplements, OTC 
pharmaceuticals 
Royal Doulton USA Inc Myrtle Beach Horry Ireland Homefurnishings 
Trane US Inc Blythewood Richland Ireland Commercial air conditioning coils 
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Everris Americas North 
Charleston 
Charleston Israel Manufactures Nitrogenous fertilizer  
Everris Americas Summerville Dorchester Israel Specialty fertilizers 
EVS US Inc Greenville Greenville Israel Automatic optical inspection & ultrasonic 
systems customer support 
VAYA Pharma Inc-USA Greenville Greenville Israel Research & development of lipid-based 
medical foods 
3V Inc Georgetown Georgetown Italy Industrial organic chemicals, optical 
brightening agents 
Alupress LLC Laurens Laurens Italy Machining of castings, forgings & 
extrusions & aluminum die castings 
Ansaldo STS USA Batesburg-
Leesville 
Lexington Italy Railroad signaling equipment 
Bierrebi USA Greenville Greenville Italy Distribution & service of cutting machines 
Bonomi North America Rock Hill York Italy Headquarters (NA), sales office for valves 
& actuators 
Cole Vision Corp Columbia Richland Italy Optical goods stores 
Cole Vision Corp Florence Florence Italy Optical goods stores 
Cole Vision Corp Columbia Richland Italy Optical goods stores 
Cole Vision Corp Charleston Charleston Italy Optical goods stores 
Cole Vision Corp Orangeburg Orangeburg Italy Optical goods stores 
Cole Vision Corp Greenville Greenville Italy Optical goods stores 
Cole Vision Corp Columbia Lexington Italy Optical goods stores 
Cole Vision Corp Columbia Richland Italy Optical goods stores 
Cole Vision Corp Sumter Sumter Italy Optical goods stores 
Cole Vision Corp Greenville Greenville Italy Optical goods stores 
Cole Vision Corp Myrtle Beach Horry Italy Optical goods stores 
Cole Vision Corp Spartanburg Spartanburg Italy Optical goods stores 
Cole Vision Corp Charleston Charleston Italy Optical goods stores 
Cole Vision Corp Rock Hill York Italy Optical goods stores 
Cole Vision Corp Anderson Anderson Italy Optical goods stores 
Essroc Ready Mix Corp Bluffton Beaufort Italy Ready Mix concrete 
Flame Spray North America 
Inc 
Fountain Inn Laurens Italy Thermal spray coatings for gas turbine & 
aircraft components 
FlexLink Systems Inc Greenville Greenville Italy Conveyors & components sales office 
ILPEA  Anderson Anderson Italy Molded rubber gaskets 
Itema America Inc Spartanburg Spartanburg Italy Textile Machinery Manufacturing 
Lenscrafters Inc Columbia Richland Italy Optical goods stores 
Lenscrafters Inc Florence Florence Italy Optical goods stores 
Lenscrafters Inc Columbia Lexington Italy Optical goods stores 
Lenscrafters Inc Greenville Greenville Italy Optical goods stores 
Lenscrafters Inc Sumter Sumter Italy Optical goods stores 
Lenscrafters Inc Aiken Aiken Italy Optical goods stores 
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Lenscrafters Inc Charleston Charleston Italy Optical goods stores 
Lenscrafters Inc Charleston Charleston Italy Optical goods stores 
Lenscrafters Inc Anderson Anderson Italy Optical goods stores 
Lenscrafters Inc Columbia Richland Italy Optical goods stores 
Lenscrafters Inc Columbia Richland Italy Optical goods stores 
Lenscrafters Inc Greenville Greenville Italy Optical goods stores 
Lift Technologies Inc Westminster Oconee Italy Industrial truck, tractor,& stacker 
machinery 
Loccioni Columbia Richland Italy Engineering services in measurement & 
testing 
Luigi Bormioli Corp Barnwell Barnwell Italy Distribution of  fragrance bottles and 
tableware 
Mariplast North America 
Inc 
Greer Spartanburg Italy Yarn processing components 
Marzoli International Spartanburg Spartanburg Italy Distribution of textile machinery 
MERMEC Inc Columbia Lexington Italy Measuring technology and equipment 
solutions for railway industry 
Miracle Ear Aiken Aiken Italy Hearing testing services 
Miracle Ear Beaufort Beaufort Italy Hearing testing services 
Miracle Ear Rock Hill York Italy Hearing testing services 
Miracle Ear Lancaster Lancaster Italy Hearing testing services 
Miracle Ear Spartanburg Spartanburg Italy Hearing testing services 
Miracle Ear Sumter Sumter Italy Hearing testing services 
Miracle Ear Chester Chester Italy Hearing testing services 
Miracle Ear Walterboro Colleton Italy Hearing testing services 
Miracle Ear Hilton Head Beaufort Italy Hearing testing services 
Miracle Ear West 
Columbia 
Lexington Italy Hearing testing services 
Monteferro America Orangeburg Orangeburg Italy Manufactures elevator & escalator railings 
NU AIR USA Rock Hill York Italy Distribution & service of gas and air 
compressors 
Paso Sound Products Inc 
(Elvox USA) 
Charleston Charleston Italy Communications equipment 
PDM US Corp Rock Hill York Italy Manufactures pre-insulated copper pipe 
Pearle Vision Inc Spartanburg Spartanburg Italy Optical goods stores 
Pearle Vision Inc Charleston Charleston Italy Optical goods stores 
Pratrivero USA Inc Greenville Greenville Italy Production & printing of non- wovens, 
wovens & knits for automotive, medical & 
geotextile industries 
Prysmian Power Cables & 
Systems USA 
Abbeville Abbeville Italy Extra high voltage power cables & wind 
farm cables 
Prysmian Power Cables & 
Systems USA 
Lexington Lexington Italy Headquarters (NA) R&D, fiberoptic cables 
for energy transmission 
Radici USA Spartanburg Spartanburg Italy Distribution of carpet & rugs 
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SAATI Americas Fountain Inn Greenville Italy Woven composite fabrics 
Sonus-USA Inc West 
Columbia 
Lexington Italy Hearing aid clinics 
Sonus-USA Inc Sumter Sumter Italy Hearing aid clinics 
Sonus-USA Inc Orangeburg Orangeburg Italy Hearing aid clinics 
Sonus-USA Inc Greenville Greenville Italy Hearing aid clinics 
Sonus-USA Inc Columbia Richland Italy Hearing aid clinics 
Strand-Tech Martin Inc Summerville Dorchester Italy Headquarters (NA), drawing & stranding 
of high carbon wire rod & pre stressed 
concrete 
TBMC Inc Greenville Greenville Italy Manufactures rubber hose & belts 
Unifor Aluminum Forgings 
LLC 
Laurens Laurens Italy Aluminum rolling & drawing 
Unifor Brass Forgings Inc Laurens Laurens Italy Brass & aluminum forgings 
Vetroresina Greenville Greenville Italy Headquarters, production of gel-coated 
GRP laminates 
Zambaiti USA Inc Spartanburg Spartanburg Italy Homefurnishings 
AFL Duncan Spartanburg Japan Manufactures fiber optic cable 
AFL Duncan Spartanburg Japan Fiber optic products 
AFL  Duncan Spartanburg Japan Headquarters, fiber optic products 
AFL Alumoweld Division Duncan Spartanburg Japan Aluminum-clad steel products, 
manufacture wires and cables 
Aiken Precision 
Technologies 
Aiken Aiken Japan Cold forged steel products, incl machining 
Akebono Brake Corporation West 
Columbia 
Lexington Japan Motor vehicle brake systems 
Asobous USA Inc Greenville Greenville Japan Sports data collection 
AVX Corp Conway Horry Japan Electronic capacitors 
AVX Corp Myrtle Beach Horry Japan Electronic capacitors 
AVX Corp Fountain Inn Greenville Japan Headquarters & sales office 
BFS Retail & Commercial 
Operations LLC 
Orangeburg Orangeburg Japan Automotive tire dealer 
BFS Retail & Commercial 
Operations LLC 
Aiken Aiken Japan Automotive tire dealer 
BFS Retail & Commercial 
Operations LLC 
Greenville Greenville Japan Automotive tire dealer 
BFS Retail & Commercial 
Operations LLC 
North Myrtle 
Beach 
Horry Japan Automotive tire dealer 
BFS Retail & Commercial 
Operations LLC 
Columbia Richland Japan Automotive tire dealer 
BFS Retail & Commercial 
Operations LLC 
Spartanburg Spartanburg Japan Automotive tire dealer 
BFS Retail & Commercial 
Operations LLC 
Florence Florence Japan Automotive tire dealer 
BFS Retail & Commercial Summerville Dorchester Japan Automotive tire dealer 
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Operations LLC 
BFS Retail & Commercial 
Operations LLC 
Charleston Charleston Japan Automotive tire dealer 
BFS Retail & Commercial 
Operations LLC 
Columbia Richland Japan Automotive tire dealer 
BFS Retail & Commercial 
Operations LLC 
Rock Hill York Japan Automotive tire dealer 
BFS Retail & Commercial 
Operations LLC 
Sumter Sumter Japan Automotive tire dealer 
BFS Retail & Commercial 
Operations LLC 
Spartanburg Spartanburg Japan Automotive tire dealer 
BFS Retail & Commercial 
Operations LLC 
Taylors Greenville Japan Automotive tire dealer 
BFS Retail & Commercial 
Operations LLC 
Anderson Anderson Japan Automotive tire dealer 
BFS Retail & Commercial 
Operations LLC 
Lake City Florence Japan Automotive tire dealer 
BFS Retail & Commercial 
Operations LLC 
Newberry Newberry Japan Automotive tire dealer 
BFS Retail & Commercial 
Operations LLC 
North 
Augusta 
Aiken Japan Automotive tire dealer 
BFS Retail & Commercial 
Operations LLC 
Moncks 
Corner 
Berkeley Japan Automotive tire dealer 
BFS Retail & Commercial 
Operations LLC 
Greenville Greenville Japan Automotive tire dealer 
BFS Retail & Commercial 
Operations LLC 
Charleston Charleston Japan Automotive tire dealer 
BFS Retail & Commercial 
Operations LLC 
Myrtle Beach Horry Japan Automotive tire dealer 
BFS Retail & Commercial 
Operations LLC 
Mt. Pleasant Charleston Japan Automotive tire dealer 
BFS Retail & Commercial 
Operations LLC 
Columbia Richland Japan Automotive tire dealer 
BFS Retail & Commercial 
Operations LLC 
North 
Charleston 
Charleston Japan Automotive tire dealer 
BFS Retail & Commercial 
Operations LLC 
Columbia Richland Japan Automotive tire dealer 
BFS Retail & Commercial 
Operations LLC 
North 
Charleston 
Charleston Japan Automotive tire dealer 
BFS Retail & Commercial 
Operations LLC 
Columbia Richland Japan Automotive tire dealer 
BFS Retail & Commercial 
Operations LLC 
Charleston Charleston Japan Automotive tire dealer 
BFS Retail & Commercial 
Operations LLC 
Greenville Greenville Japan Automotive tire dealer 
BFS Retail & Commercial 
Operations LLC 
Columbia Richland Japan Automotive tire dealer 
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BFS Retail & Commercial 
Operations LLC 
Kingstree Williamsburg Japan Automotive tire dealer 
Bridgestone Americas Tire 
Operations LLC 
Graniteville Aiken Japan Passenger & light truck tires 
Bridgestone Americas Tire 
Operations LLC 
Graniteville Aiken Japan Off-road radial tires 
Carroll Tire Co Greer Greenville Japan Wholesale tires 
Carroll Tire Co Florence Florence Japan Wholesale tires 
CG (Crystal Geyser) Roxane 
Water Co 
Salem Oconee Japan Bottled water manufacturing 
Creform Corp Greer Greenville Japan Headquarters,pipe & conveyor fittings for 
material handling systems 
Ebara Fluid Handling Rock Hill York Japan Assemble pumps & pumping equipment 
Firestone Building Products Wellford Spartanburg Japan Thermoplastic polyolefin (TPO) roofing 
membranes 
Fujicopian (USA) Inc Winnsboro Fairfield Japan Thermal transfer ribbons and graphic 
media products 
Fujifilm Manufacturing USA 
Inc 
Greenwood Greenwood Japan PS printing plates, photographic paper, 
QuickSnap cameras 
Fukoku America Inc Laurens Laurens Japan Seal products & CVJ boots for automotive 
industry 
Helena Chemical Co West 
Columbia 
Lexington Japan Wholesale agricultural chemicals 
Helena Chemical Co Inman Spartanburg Japan Wholesale agricultural chemicals 
Helena Chemical Co Gaffney Cherokee Japan Wholesale agricultural chemicals 
Helena Chemical Co Mullins Marion Japan Wholesale agricultural chemicals 
Helena Chemical Co Mayesville Sumter Japan Chemical Distributor 
Helena Chemical Co Cameron Calhoun Japan Retail sales of agricultural and other 
chemicals 
Helena Chemical Co Fairfax Allendale Japan Wholesale agricultural chemicals 
Highland Industries Inc Cheraw Chesterfield Japan Airbag fabrics, roofing material & 
engineered textiles 
Hikari USA Inc Orangeburg Orangeburg Japan Transmission components 
Honda of South Carolina 
Manufacturing Inc 
Timmonsville Florence Japan ATVs incl engine casting, parts machining 
& bodywork & multi-utility vehicles 
(MUVs) 
Honda Trading America 
Corp 
Timmonsville Florence Japan Commercial physical research & 
adminstrative offices 
IonBond Inc Duncan Spartanburg Japan Coating services, incl physical vapor 
deposition (PVD) 
ISE America Inc Newberry Newberry Japan Egg processing  
Jervis B Webb Co Carlisle Union Japan Material handling systems 
JTEKT Automotive South 
Carolina Inc 
Piedmont Greenville Japan Driveline components, incl all-wheel-drive 
couplings 
K Line America Inc North Charleston Japan Marine cargo handling 
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Keyence Corp of America Greenville Greenville Japan Service & supplier of sensors & measuring 
equipment 
KI Logistics Piedmont Greenville Japan Logistics & supply chain management 
Kimura Corp Laurens Laurens Japan Metal containers for automotive industry 
KOE Americas Inc Greenville Greenville Japan Manufactures liquid crystal displays 
Komatsu America Corp Newberry Newberry Japan Construction machinery manufacturing 
Konica Minolta Business 
Solutions 
North 
Charleston 
Charleston Japan Print imaging systems 
Koyo Bearings USA LLC Walhalla Oconee Japan Needle rollers & friction control parts 
Koyo Bearings USA 
Technical Center 
Greenville Greenville Japan Needle bearing design and technology 
center, R&D ,CU-ICAR 
Koyo Corp of USA Blythewood Richland Japan Bearing hub assemblies 
Koyo Corp of USA Orangeburg Orangeburg Japan Ball & roller bearings 
Kuraray America Inc Fort Mill York Japan Manufactures Vectran, multifilament used 
in slings for extreme lifting 
Linder Industrial Machinery 
Co 
West 
Columbia 
Lexington Japan Construction and mining machinery 
Linder Industrial Machinery 
Co 
Greer Greenville Japan Construction and mining machinery 
Linder Industrial Machinery 
Co 
North 
Charleston 
Charleston Japan Construction and mining machinery 
Meiko America Inc Timmonsville Florence Japan Freight transportation arrangement 
Metglas Inc Conway Horry Japan Metal joining foils &  high performance 
power cores 
Mitsubishi Polyester Film 
Inc 
Greer Greenville Japan Manufactures silicone treated PET films   
Mol America Inc North 
Charleston 
Charleston Japan Freight transportation arrangement 
Namco Cybertainment Inc Charleston Charleston Japan Coin-operated amusement devices 
Namco Cybertainment Inc Aiken Aiken Japan Coin-operated amusement devices 
Namco Cybertainment Inc Charleston Charleston Japan Coin-operated amusement devices 
Namco Cybertainment Inc Greenwood Greenwood Japan Coin-operated amusement devices 
Namco Cybertainment Inc Greenville Greenville Japan Coin-operated amusement devices 
Namco Cybertainment Inc Florence Florence Japan Coin-operated amusement devices 
National Peening Inc Greenville Greenville Japan Shot peening, deburring,general parts 
cleaning 
Newman Technology South 
Carolina Inc 
Aiken Aiken Japan Exhaust & suspension systems 
NICCA USA Inc Fountain Inn Laurens Japan Specialty chemical manufacturer 
Nippon Carbide Industries 
Inc 
Greenville Greenville Japan Manufactures plastic resins for toner 
Nissan North America Greenville Greenville Japan Parts distribution center 
NYK Line Inc Charleston Charleston Japan Freight transportation arrangement 
NYK Logistics Duncan Spartanburg Japan Return center for Wal-Mart, 
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transportation services 
NYK Logistics Americas Inc Charleston Berkeley Japan Freight transportation arrangement 
Oak-Mitsui Camden Kershaw Japan Headquarters, Manufactures copper foil 
Overhead Door Co Rock Hill York Japan Distribution of door systems 
Overhead Door Co of 
Charleston 
North 
Charleston 
Charleston Japan Distribution of garage doors & dock 
equipment 
Pepsi Bottling Ventures Conway Horry Japan Soft drink bottling & distribution 
Pilkington North America Greenville Greenville Japan Automotive glass suppliers 
Pilkington North America Myrtle Beach Horry Japan Automotive glass suppliers 
Pilkington North America Columbia Richland Japan Automotive glass suppliers 
Pilkington North America North 
Charleston 
Charleston Japan Automotive glass suppliers 
PrimeSource Building 
Products Inc 
Columbia Richland Japan Supplier of building materials 
Reynolds Co Greenville Greenville Japan Adhesive Manufacturing 
Ricoh Americas Corp Columbia Richland Japan Printers & imaging equipment 
Ricoh Office Solutions Inc Greenville Greenville Japan Customer service call center, imaging 
equipment 
Ricoh Office Solutions Inc Columbia Richland Japan Document management & printing 
services 
Sekido Technology Corp Williamston Anderson Japan Precision metal products for automotive 
industry 
Shimano American Corp Ladson Berkeley Japan Sporting and recreation goods, bicycle 
components 
Shinsho American Corp Aiken Aiken Japan Cold drawn wire products 
Showa Denko Carbon Inc Ridgeville Dorchester Japan Carbon & graphite product manufacturing 
SIOS Technology Corp Lexington Lexington Japan Computer data keeping & recovery 
systems 
Sony Electronics Inc Gaffney Cherokee Japan Household audio and video equipment 
South East Express Inc Timmonsville Florence Japan Special warehousing and storage 
Speedco Inc Duncan Spartanburg Japan Automotive services 
Steel Technologies Inc 
(NuMit) 
Huger Berkeley Japan Flat rolled steel products 
Suminoe Textile of America 
Corp 
Gaffney Cherokee Japan Automobile seat covers, Needle Punch 
Carpet Division 
Suminoe Textile of America 
Corp 
Gaffney Cherokee Japan Automotive Mat Division, shipping & 
receiving services 
Sun Chemical Corp Goose Creek Berkeley Japan Printing ink manufacturing 
Sun Chemical Corp Greer Greenville Japan Printing ink manufacturing 
Sun WA Technos America Greenville Greenville Japan   
Suncall America Inc Greer Greenville Japan Distribution of fiber optic equipment 
TB Kawashima USA Inc Lugoff Kershaw Japan Automotive fabric 
TBC Corp Summerville Berkeley Japan Automotive replacement tires 
TCM America Inc West Lexington Japan Sales, service & distribution of forklift 
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Columbia trucks 
Tire Kingdom Inc Columbia Richland Japan Tire retreading and repair shops 
Tire Kingdom Inc Bluffton Beaufort Japan Tire retreading and repair shops 
Tire Kingdom Inc Rock Hill York Japan Tire retreading and repair shops 
Tire Kingdom Inc Hilton Head Beaufort Japan Tire retreading and repair shops 
Tire Kingdom Inc Rock Hill York Japan Tire retreading and repair shops 
Tire Kingdom Inc Aiken Aiken Japan Tire retreading and repair shops 
Tire Kingdom Inc Simpsonville Greenville Japan Tire retreading and repair shops 
Tire Kingdom Inc Murrells 
Inlet 
Horry Japan Tire retreading and repair shops 
Tire Kingdom Inc Little River Horry Japan Tire retreading and repair shops 
Tire Kingdom Inc Lexington Lexington Japan Tire retreading and repair shops 
Tire Kingdom Inc Greenville Greenville Japan Tire retreading and repair shops 
Tire Kingdom Inc Columbia Richland Japan Tire retreading and repair shops 
Tire Kingdom Inc Columbia Richland Japan Tire retreading and repair shops 
Toray International 
America 
Fort Mill York Japan Distribution of microfiber materials 
Toshiba America Business 
Solutions 
Greenville Greenville Japan Digital imaging solutions & services 
Toshiba America Business 
Solutions 
York York Japan Wholesale office equipment 
Transaxle Manufacturing of 
America Corp 
Rock Hill York Japan Transaxles for small tractors & utility 
vehicles 
US Engine Valve 
Corporation 
Westminster Oconee Japan Engine valves 
WEC Carolina Energy 
Solutions 
Rock Hill York Japan Welding & machining services for nuclear 
industry 
Westinghouse Electric Co 
LLC 
Spartanburg Spartanburg Japan Special trade contractors 
Westinghouse Electric Co 
LLC 
Spartanburg Spartanburg Japan Nuclear equipment repair & services 
Westinghouse Electric Co 
LLC 
Columbia Richland Japan Headquarters,nuclear fuel assemblies 
Xytel Corp Roebuck Spartanburg Japan Design & modular fabrication of 
automated pilot plants for refining and oil 
and gas production 
Yamato USA Inc Fort Mill York Japan Industrial sewing machinery and 
equipment 
YH America South Carolina Easley Pickens Japan Power steering fluid systems 
YH America South Carolina Easley Pickens Japan Warehouse 
Kiswire Inc Newberry Newberry Korea, Rebublic of Steel cord for tire industry 
ILJIN America Greer Spartanburg Korea, Republic of Bearings for wind turbines 
Innovative Fibers LLC Spartanburg Spartanburg Korea, Republic of Extruder of polyester fiber 
Kiswire Inc Newberry Newberry Korea, Republic of Steel cord for tire industry 
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Peace Textile America Inc Sumter Sumter Korea, Republic of T-shirt dyeing & finishing, distribution 
Samsung Networks America Mauldin Greenville Korea, Republic of Customer service call center 
Hilti Inc Columbia Richland Liechtenstein Power-driven handtools 
ArcelorMittal Georgetown Georgetown Luxembourg Manufactures steel wire rods 
AZ Electronic Materials USA Martin Allendale Luxembourg Manufactures specialty chemicals 
Flint Group Beaufort Beaufort Luxembourg Paint pigments 
Flint Group Print Media 
North America 
Spartanburg Spartanburg Luxembourg Paint pigments and printing ink 
JAS Forwarding Ladson Charleston Luxembourg Third Party Logistics 
Univar USA Inc Spartanburg Spartanburg Luxembourg Distribution of industrial chemicals 
Univar USA Inc Greer Greenville Luxembourg Distribution of industrial chemicals 
Genetec Global 
Technologies 
Simpsonville Greenville Malaysia Manufacturing solutions & custom 
automation equipment 
Systems South Inc Fountain Inn Greenville Malaysia Designs & manufactures conveyor & 
robotic systems 
Advance America Cash 
Advance Centers Inc 
Spartanburg Spartanburg Mexico Cash advance service centers 
Bimbo Bakeries USA Orangeburg Orangeburg Mexico Manufactures bread 
Bimbo Bakeries USA Conway Horry Mexico Distribution of bakery products 
Borden Dairy Co of South 
Carolina 
Conway Horry Mexico Fluid milk manufacturing 
Borden Dairy Co of South 
Carolina 
Columbia Richland Mexico Fluid milk manufacturing 
Borden Dairy Co of South 
Carolina 
North 
Charleston 
Charleston Mexico Fluid milk manufacturing 
Borden Dairy Co of South 
Carolina 
North 
Augusta 
Aiken Mexico Dairy products 
CEMEX Construction 
Materials Atlantic 
Landrum Spartanburg Mexico Ready-mix concrete manufacturing 
CEMEX USA Rock Hill York Mexico Concrete building materials 
CEMEX USA Greenville Greenville Mexico Concrete building materials 
CEMEX USA Blythewood Richland Mexico Concrete building materials 
CEMEX USA Lexington Lexington Mexico Concrete building materials 
CEMEX USA Laurens Laurens Mexico Concrete building materials 
CEMEX USA Richburg Chester Mexico Concrete building materials 
CEMEX USA Seneca Oconee Mexico Concrete building materials 
CEMEX USA Greenwood Greenwood Mexico Redi-mix concrete 
CEMEX USA North 
Charleston 
Charleston Mexico Ready-mixed concrete 
DAK Americas LLC Moncks 
Corner 
Berkeley Mexico Polyethylene Terephthalate (PET) resins, 
polyester fiber 
DAK Americas LLC Gaston Calhoun Mexico Polyethylene Terephthalate (PET) resins 
Hydro Conduit Corp Columbia Richland Mexico Concrete pipe 
Hydro Conduit Corp Little River Horry Mexico Concrete products 
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Ojeda USA Inc Spartanburg Spartanburg Mexico Distribution of commercial & industrial 
freezers 
Revman International Inc Spartanburg Spartanburg Mexico Manufactures linen & bed accessories 
Rinker Materials Aiken Aiken Mexico Ready-Mix Concrete Manufacturing 
Rinker Materials Aynor Horry Mexico Ready-mixed concrete 
Trebol USA Andrews Georgetown Mexico Manufactures granular zircon opacifiers, 
flours & sands 
Accurate Brazing Greenville Greenville Netherlands Heat treatment & brazing services 
Ahold Information Services 
Inc 
Greenville Greenville Netherlands Research & IT solutions for Ahold 
Airline Container Leasing 
Inc (ACL) 
Easley Pickens Netherlands FAA certified container  repair & leasing, 
cargo pallets, straps & nets 
Arcadis US Inc Charleston Berkeley Netherlands Engineering services 
Arcadis US Inc Greenville Greenville Netherlands Business consulting 
Carsonite Composites LLC Newberry Newberry Netherlands Fiberglass light poles & signs 
CB&I (Chicago Bridge & 
Iron) 
Laurens Laurens Netherlands Pipe fabrication & engineering services 
CB&I (Chicago Bridge & 
Iron) 
Greenville Greenville Netherlands Engineering services 
Collexis Holdings Inc Columbia Richland Netherlands Semantic search software development 
Composite Materials 
Technology (CMT) 
Estill Hampton Netherlands Composite & concrete poles 
Conbraco Industries Inc Conway Horry Netherlands Metal foundry & valve manufacturing 
Conbraco Industries Inc Pageland Chesterfield Netherlands Plumbing & heating valves 
CSM Bakery Products Spartanburg Spartanburg Netherlands Bakery products 
Digital Lifestyle Outfitters North 
Charleston 
Charleston Netherlands Distribution of electronic accessories 
DSM Nutritional Products Kingstree Williamsburg Netherlands Production of DHA Omega 3 fatty acids 
from algae 
Edgewater Automation Spartanburg Spartanburg Netherlands Custom automated assembly & testing 
equipment 
Fugro Geosciences Inc Charleston Charleston Netherlands Drilling and excavation  
ICI Paints Rock Hill York Netherlands Paint and wallpaper stores 
ICI Paints Mt. Pleasant Charleston Netherlands Paint and wallpaper stores 
ICI Paints Florence Florence Netherlands Paint and wallpaper stores 
ICI Paints Columbia Richland Netherlands Paint and wallpaper stores 
ICI Paints Charleston Charleston Netherlands Paint and wallpaper stores 
ICI Paints Spartanburg Spartanburg Netherlands Paint and wallpaper stores 
ICI Paints Summerville Dorchester Netherlands Paint and wallpaper stores 
ICI Paints Columbia Richland Netherlands Paint and wallpaper stores 
ICI Paints Charleston Charleston Netherlands Paint and wallpaper stores 
ICI Paints Greenville Greenville Netherlands Paint and wallpaper stores 
Ionic Technologies Inc Greenville Greenville Netherlands Physical vapor desposition (PVD) coating, 
nitriding & vacuum heat treating 
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Klerks Plastic Products Chester Chester Netherlands Supplier of plastic films for horticultural & 
agricultural markets 
Le Creuset of America Inc Early Branch Hampton Netherlands North American distribution center for 
cookware 
Le Creuset of America Inc Charleston Charleston Netherlands US headquarters, marketing & product 
development 
LeasePlan USA Moore Spartanburg Netherlands Vehicle leasing and fleet management 
Mermet Corp Cowpens Spartanburg Netherlands Solar protection fabrics, PVC fiberglass 
yarn 
Monumental Life Insurance 
Co 
Florence Florence Netherlands Life Insurance 
Monumental Life Insurance 
Co 
Charleston Charleston Netherlands Life Insurance 
Monumental Life Insurance 
Co 
Beaufort Beaufort Netherlands Life Insurance 
Monumental Life Insurance 
Co 
Orangeburg Orangeburg Netherlands Life Insurance 
Monumental Life Insurance 
Co 
Ridgeland Jasper Netherlands Life Insurance 
NEM USA Corp Greenville Greenville Netherlands Headquarters, Recovery steam generators 
& components for power plants 
Nibrol Lancaster Lancaster Netherlands Blind & Shade Manufacturing 
Pon North America Inc Charleston Charleston Netherlands Valves and pipe fittings 
Randstad North America LP Columbia Richland Netherlands Employment agency 
Randstad North America LP North 
Charleston 
Charleston Netherlands Employment agency 
Randstad North America LP Spartanburg Spartanburg Netherlands Employment agency 
SABIC Polymershapes Inc Columbia Richland Netherlands Wholesale plastic products 
Shakespeare Composite 
Structures 
Varnville Hampton Netherlands Composite pole products for highway & 
utility applications 
Shakespeare Composite 
Structures 
Newberry Newberry Netherlands Composite utility poles 
Siroflex Inc Greenville Greenville Netherlands Caulks and sealants 
Soliant LLC Lancaster Lancaster Netherlands Decorative films & coatings for 
automotive, marine & signage, color 
design center 
Southland Life Insurance Co Rock Hill York Netherlands Life Insurance 
Southland Life Insurance Co Anderson Anderson Netherlands Life Insurance 
Southland Life Insurance Co Easley Pickens Netherlands Life Insurance 
Unitex USA Piedmont Anderson Netherlands Manufactures & distributes synthetic 
lifting slings & tie-down products 
VLS Recovery Services 
(Volpak) 
Mauldin Greenville Netherlands Refuse systems, wastewater treatment & 
recycling 
W & O Supply Inc Charleston Charleston Netherlands Distribution of pipes & valves 
Carotrans International Inc North Charleston New Zealand Freight transportation arrangement 
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Pactiv Corp Beech Island Aiken New Zealand Polystyrene food & produce containers 
Hydro Aluminum North 
America Inc 
Belton Anderson Norway Aluminum extrusion, machining & 
finishing 
Kongsberg Automotive Pickens Pickens Norway Manufactures gearshift & clutch actuation 
components 
Odfjell Terminals 
(Charleston) 
North 
Charleston 
Charleston Norway Bulk liquid marine terminal 
Wallenius Wilhelmsen 
Logistics Americas LLC 
Charleston Charleston Norway Equipment rental and leasing 
Delfin USA North 
Charleston 
Charleston Russia Motor oil bottling 
United Interiors 
International 
John's Island Charleston Russia Supplier of passenger seats & carpets for 
aviation industry 
APL Limited Mt. Pleasant Charleston Singapore Shipping and Transport 
Flextronics International West 
Columbia 
Lexington Singapore Electronic contract manufacturing incl 
NCR pdts 
Kolektor TKI Fountain Inn Greenville Slovenia Components for brushless motors 
TOMOS USA Greenville Greenville Slovenia Distribution of mopeds and dirt bikes 
Barloworld Handling Charleston Charleston South Africa Industrial equipment sales & leasing 
Barloworld Handling Florence Florence South Africa Industrial equipment sales and leasing 
Barloworld Handling West 
Columbia 
Lexington South Africa Industrial equipment sales and leasing 
Barloworld Handling Greer Greenville South Africa Industrial equipment sales and leasing 
Pegasus Steel US Goose Creek Berkeley South Africa Headquarters (NA) metal bending and 
cutting, NQA1 nuclear standards 
Hyundam America Greenville Greenville South Korea Automotive fuel pumps and fuel delivery 
modules 
Alucoil North America Manning Clarendon Spain Aluminum  sheet & composite building 
panels 
Carbures LLC Greenville Greenville Spain Headquarters (US)Manufactures carbon 
fiber composite structures 
Gestamp South Carolina LLC Union Union Spain Automotive metal stamping 
Giant Cement Co Harleyville Dorchester Spain Manufactures hydraulic cement 
Giant Cement Co Summerville Dorchester Spain Headquarters,cement, concrete & 
aggregate 
Giant Resource Recovery -
Sumter 
Sumter Sumter Spain Waste management & recycling into fuel 
Giant Resource Recovery-
Harleyville 
Harleyville Dorchester Spain Waste management & recycling into fuel 
Gonvauto South Carolina 
LLC 
Union Union Spain Steel service center & supplier to 
Gestamp 
Hidral USA Ridgeway Edgefield Spain Manufacturing & sales of 
platforms, lifts & freight elevators 
Interlake Mecalux Sumter Sumter Spain Pallet storage racks 
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Kaydon Corp  Sumter Sumter Swedan Custom bearings 
Kaydon Corp-Plant 12 A Sumter Sumter Swedan Bearings for wind turbines 
Kaydon Corp-Plant 4 Sumter Sumter Swedan Ball and roller bearings 
Atlas Copco Compressors 
LLC 
Rock Hill York Sweden Headquarters (North American),air and  
gas compressors, distribution 
Electrolux Home Products Anderson Anderson Sweden Household refrigerators/freezers, R&D 
center 
Fluid Tech Machines Greenville Greenville Sweden Testing, sales & service of fluid transfer 
components 
Getinge USA Inc North 
Charleston 
Charleston Sweden Distribution of infection control 
equipment 
Haldex Brake Products Corp Columbia Richland Sweden Manufactures brake systems for heavy 
trucks 
Husqvarna Construction 
Products Inc 
Columbia Richland Sweden Segmented diamond saw blades and core 
drill bits for cutting and drilling concrete, 
asphalt, and stone 
Husqvarna Outdoor 
Products Inc 
Orangeburg Orangeburg Sweden Manufactures lawn & garden equipment 
Husqvarna Outdoor 
Products Inc 
Lexington Lexington Sweden Distribution center for outdoor power 
equipment products 
Loomis US Columbia Richland Sweden Secure cash transport 
Loomis US Greenville Greenville Sweden Secure cash transport 
Mala Geoscience USA, Inc Charleston Charleston Sweden Sale & service of ground penetrating radar 
products 
Menardi-Filtex Trenton Edgefield Sweden Headquarters,air & liquid filters 
Molnlycke Health Care Anderson Anderson Sweden Distribution of surgical gloves & wound 
care items 
Ovako North America Inc Fort Mill York Sweden Sales office for Ovaka-metal bars, rings & 
tubes 
Precorp Inc Greer Greenville Sweden Custom carbide cutting tools 
PSM Fastener Corp Newberry Newberry Sweden Distribution of fasteners 
Sandvik Westminster Oconee Sweden Metal cutting machine tools 
Securitas Security Services 
USA Inc 
Greenville Greenville Sweden Security and guard service 
Securitas Security Services 
USA Inc 
Charleston Charleston Sweden Security and guard service 
Securitas Security Services 
USA Inc 
Florence Florence Sweden Security and guard service 
Securitas Security Services 
USA Inc 
Myrtle Beach Horry Sweden Security and guard service 
Securitas Security Services 
USA Inc 
Columbia Richland Sweden Security and guard service 
Securitas Security Services 
USA Inc 
Columbia Richland Sweden Security and guard service 
Selden Mast North 
Charleston 
Dorchester Sweden Aluminum masts, booms & rigging 
systems for boats 
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SKF Aero Bearing Service 
Center 
North 
Charleston 
Charleston Sweden FAA Level l/ll overhaul of mainshaft, 
gearbox & accessory bearings 
SKF Aeroengine North 
America 
North 
Charleston 
Charleston Sweden Manufactures ball & roller bearings 
Texo Inc Greer Greenville Sweden Service, training & rebuilding of weaving 
looms 
Thomas Concrete North 
Charleston 
Charleston Sweden Ready-mixed concrete 
Thomas Concrete Clover York Sweden Ready-mixed concrete 
Thomas Concrete Anderson Anderson Sweden Ready-mixed concrete 
Thomas Concrete Fountain Inn Greenville Sweden Ready-mixed concrete 
Thomas Concrete Lancaster Lancaster Sweden Ready-mixed concrete 
Thomas Concrete Chester Chesterfield Sweden Ready-mixed concrete 
Thomas Concrete Fort Mill York Sweden Ready-mixed concrete 
Thomas Concrete Rock Hill York Sweden Ready-Mix Concrete Manufacturing 
Trelleborg Coated Systems 
US Inc 
Spartanburg Spartanburg Sweden Headquarters (US),rubber coating of 
fabric, customer service 
Trelleborg Sealing Solutions 
Inc 
North 
Charleston 
Charleston Sweden Gaskets and sealing devices 
Venture Aerobearings LLC Ladson Charleston Sweden Bearing manufacture & repair for engines 
ABB Florence Florence Switzerland Manufactures medium voltage products 
ABB Greenville Greenville Switzerland Customer service call center  
ABB Lancaster Lancaster Switzerland Steel electric transmission towers 
Adecco USA Inc Cheraw Chesterfield Switzerland Employment services 
Adecco USA Inc Dillon Dillon Switzerland Employment services 
Adecco USA Inc Greer Greenville Switzerland Employment services 
Adecco USA Inc Florence Florence Switzerland Employment services 
Adecco USA Inc Greenville Greenville Switzerland Employment services 
Adecco USA Inc Spartanburg Spartanburg Switzerland Employment services 
Adecco USA Inc Columbia Richland Switzerland Employment services 
ADT Security Services Inc Spartanburg Spartanburg Switzerland Security systems services 
ADT Security Services Inc Aiken Aiken Switzerland Security systems services 
ADT Security Services Inc North 
Charleston 
Charleston Switzerland Security systems services 
ADT Security Services Inc York York Switzerland Security systems services 
ADT Security Services Inc Greer Greenville Switzerland Security systems services 
ADT Security Services Inc Myrtle Beach Horry Switzerland Security systems services 
ADT Security Services Inc Greenville Greenville Switzerland Security systems services 
ADT Security Services Inc Columbia Richland Switzerland Security systems services 
ADT Security Services Inc Orangeburg Orangeburg Switzerland Security systems services 
American Lamprecht 
Transport Inc 
Duncan Spartanburg Switzerland Freight forwarding & logistic services 
Autoneum North 
America/Avondale Mills 
Aiken Aiken Switzerland Designs, tests & produces acoustic & 
thermal management systems for motor 
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Baldor Electric Co Inc Clio Marlboro Switzerland Torque arm motor mounts & bearings 
Baldor Electric Co Inc Greenville Greenville Switzerland Shaft mount & concentric gearing 
Baldor Electric Co Inc Belton Anderson Switzerland Industrial electric motors, power 
transmission products 
Belimed Inc Charleston Berkeley Switzerland Disinfection & sterilization equipment for 
healthcare & pharmaceutical industries 
EMS-CHEMIE North 
America Inc 
Sumter Sumter Switzerland Manufactures nylon resin and plastics 
Fafard Inc Anderson Anderson Switzerland Fertilizer  manufacturing 
FoamPartner/Swisstex Piedmont Greenville Switzerland Polyurethane foam, polyester & 
polyether, for automotive & industrial 
applications 
Foremost Insurance Co Taylors Greenville Switzerland Insurance services 
Foremost Insurance Co Lexington Richland Switzerland Insurance services 
Frischkorn Inc Columbia Richland Switzerland Industrial pipe & fittings supplier 
Frischkorn Inc Florence Florence Switzerland Industrial pipe & fittings supplier 
Frischkorn Inc Charleston Charleston Switzerland Industrial pipe & fittings supplier 
Geocycle Holly Hill Orangeburg Switzerland Recycles fuels for cement manufacturing 
Graf Metallic America Inc Spartanburg Spartanburg Switzerland Sales & service of textile machines 
Hardaway Concrete Co Inc Columbia Richland Switzerland Corporate Office, Ready-Mix Concrete 
Manufacturing 
Hardaway Concrete Co Inc Lexington Lexington Switzerland Ready-Mix concrete manufacturing 
Holcim (US) Inc Holly Hill Orangeburg Switzerland Manufactures masonry cement 
Holcim (US) Inc Georgetown Georgetown Switzerland Cement terminal 
Holcim (US) Inc Spartanburg Spartanburg Switzerland Cement terminal 
Jenny Craig Weight Loss 
Centers Inc 
Columbia Richland Switzerland Personal health services 
Kronotex Flooring LLC Barnwell Barnwell Switzerland Laminate flooring products 
Kuehne & Nagel Greer Greenville Switzerland Freight transportation arrangement 
Kuehne & Nagel Charleston Charleston Switzerland Freight transportation arrangement 
Lee Hecht Harrison Greenville Greenville Switzerland Management consulting services 
Mediterranean Shipping Co 
(USA) Inc 
Mt. Pleasant Charleston Switzerland Freight Transportation & arrangement 
Nestlé Prepared Foods Co Gaffney Cherokee Switzerland Frozen prepared food manufacturing 
Oerlikon Balzers Coating 
USA 
Rock Hill York Switzerland Physical vapor deposition (PVD) coating 
Otis Spunkmeyer Inc West 
Columbia 
Lexington Switzerland manufactures cookies & cookie dough 
Rieter America LLC Spartanburg Spartanburg Switzerland Textile machinery sales & service 
Roche Carolina Inc Florence Florence Switzerland Pharmaceutical process development & 
manufacturing 
Scharer Schweiter Mettler 
Corp (SSM) 
Spartanburg Spartanburg Switzerland Textile machinery sales and service 
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Schindler USA Greenville Greenville Switzerland Elevator installation and repair 
Schindler USA North 
Charleston 
Charleston Switzerland Elevator installation and repair 
Schmolz & Bickenbach Greer Greenville Switzerland Metal service center & distribution 
SGS North America Summerville Charleston Switzerland Inspection and testing 
SimplexGrinnell West 
Columbia 
Lexington Switzerland Installation & service of fire, security & 
communications equipment 
SimplexGrinnell Myrtle Beach Horry Switzerland Installation & service of fire, security & 
communications equipment 
SimplexGrinnell North 
Charleston 
Charleston Switzerland Installation & service of fire, security & 
communications equipment 
Sius Target Systems USA Irmo Lexington Switzerland Sales & service of electronic targets and 
equipment 
Staubli North America Duncan Spartanburg Switzerland Headquarters (NA) solar connectors & 
junction boxes for automation industry 
Sukano Polymers Corp Duncan Spartanburg Switzerland Polymers & masterbatches for plastics 
industry esp food & medical  
Sulzer Process Pumps Piedmont Greenville Switzerland Southeast service center 
Sulzer Process Pumps Easley Pickens Switzerland Manufactures pumps and pumping 
products 
TAG/ICIB Services North 
Charleston 
Charleston Switzerland Cargo inspection 
TE Connectivity Rock Hill York Switzerland Electronic connectors & components 
UBS Greenville Greenville Switzerland Financial services 
UBS Columbia Richland Switzerland Financial services 
UBS Charleston Charleston Switzerland Financial services 
UBS Mt. Pleasant Charleston Switzerland Financial services 
Delta Power Equipment 
Corp 
Anderson Anderson Taiwan Manufactures woodworking tools 
Evergreen Shipping Agency 
(America) Corp 
Charleston Berkeley Taiwan Freight transportation arrangement 
Kymco USA Spartanburg Spartanburg Taiwan Distribution of motor scooters & ATVs 
Nan Ya Plastics Corp 
America 
Lake City Florence Taiwan Polyester fiber & PET resin 
TECO-Westinghouse Motor 
Co 
Spartanburg Spartanburg Taiwan Distribution of electrical apparatus 
Auriga Polymers Inc Spartanburg Spartanburg Thailand PET & polyester fibers & yarns 
Pulcra Chemicals LLC Rock Hill York Turkey Textile & fiber processing chemicals 
Lucideon Greenville Greenville UK Material testing services 
Specialty Bar Products Co 
(Doncasters) 
Greenville Greenville United Arab 
Emirates 
Fastener, Button, Needle & Pin 
Manufacturing 
Allied Electronics Greenville Greenville United Kingdom Distribution of electronic components 
Allscripts Healthcare Columbia Richland United Kingdom Healthcare information technology 
AMEC Environment & 
Infrastructure 
Greenville Greenville United Kingdom Engineering services 
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AMEC Environment & 
Infrastructure 
Columbia Richland United Kingdom Engineering services 
American Laundry Products 
Inc 
North 
Augusta 
Edgefield United Kingdom Laundry supplies 
BAE Systems Land & 
Armaments 
Aiken Aiken United Kingdom Welds & machines parts for armored 
combat vehicles, components for military 
launching systems 
BAE Systems Technology 
Solutions & Services Inc 
North 
Charleston 
Charleston United Kingdom Electronics & security systems, defense & 
aerospace systems 
Beneficial Sumter Sumter United Kingdom Financial services 
Beneficial Aiken Aiken United Kingdom Financial services 
Beneficial Anderson Anderson United Kingdom Financial services 
Beneficial Florence Florence United Kingdom Financial services 
Beneficial Conway Horry United Kingdom Financial services 
Beneficial Charleston Charleston United Kingdom Financial services 
Beneficial Rock Hill York United Kingdom Financial services 
Beneficial Columbia Richland United Kingdom Financial services 
Beneficial Greenville Greenville United Kingdom Financial services 
Beneficial Spartanburg Spartanburg United Kingdom Financial services 
Bodycote Fountain Inn Greenville United Kingdom Thermal heat treating & brazing services 
Bondex Inc Trenton Edgefield United Kingdom Thermally bonded nonwovens 
BP America Wando Berkeley United Kingdom Chemical mfg (PTA) 
Bradman Lake Inc Rock Hill York United Kingdom Custom packaging systems and machinery 
Britax Child Safety Inc Fort Mill York United Kingdom Headquarters (NA), Assembly & 
distribution of car seats & strollers  
Byotrol Inc Spartanburg Spartanburg United Kingdom Headquarters, antimicrobial control 
products 
CeramTec North America 
Corp 
Laurens Laurens United Kingdom Headquarters (NA), hermetic seals, 
ballistic ceramics lasered substrates, 
thermal & electrical insulators 
CEVA Freight LLC Charleston Charleston United Kingdom Freight transportation arrangement 
Coats & Clark Greer Greenville United Kingdom Piece goods & notions, consumer services 
Compass Group USA Greenville Greenville United Kingdom Food services 
Compass Group USA Charleston Charleston United Kingdom Food services 
Compass Group USA Lancaster Lancaster United Kingdom Food services 
Compass Group USA Simpsonville Greenville United Kingdom Food services 
Compass Group USA Williamston Anderson United Kingdom Food services 
Compass Group USA Bennettsville Marlboro United Kingdom Food services 
Compass Group USA Greer Greenville United Kingdom Food services 
Compass Group USA Hanahan Berkeley United Kingdom Food services 
Compass Group USA Sandy 
Springs 
Anderson United Kingdom Food services 
Cross Guard Security Corp Rock Hill York United Kingdom Distribution of security cages 
Deltex Medical SC Greenville Greenville United Kingdom Headquarters (US), training & sales of 
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medical monitors 
Devro Swansea Calhoun United Kingdom Edible casings for meat packaging 
Doncasters Trucast LLC Newberry Newberry United Kingdom Turbocharger wheels & components 
Dunlop Sports Group 
Americas 
Greenville Greenville United Kingdom Distribution of sports racquets 
ECOS Paints Inc Spartanburg Spartanburg United Kingdom Paints & finishes 
Ferguson Enterprises Bluffton Beaufort United Kingdom Supplier of plumbing fixtures  
Ferguson Enterprises Anderson Anderson United Kingdom Supplier of plumbing fixtures  
Ferguson Enterprises Charleston Charleston United Kingdom Supplier of plumbing fixtures  
Ferguson Enterprises Florence Florence United Kingdom Supplier of plumbing fixtures  
Ferguson Enterprises Columbia Richland United Kingdom Supplier of plumbing fixtures  
Ferguson Enterprises Spartanburg Spartanburg United Kingdom Supplier of plumbing fixtures  
Ferguson Enterprises Hilton Head Beaufort United Kingdom Supplier of plumbing fixtures  
Ferguson Enterprises Fort Mill York United Kingdom Supplier of plumbing fixtures  
Ferguson Enterprises Gaffney Cherokee United Kingdom Supplier of plumbing fixtures  
Ferguson Enterprises Charleston Charleston United Kingdom Supplier of plumbing fixtures  
Ferguson Enterprises Greenville Greenville United Kingdom Supplier of plumbing fixtures  
Ferguson Enterprises Rock Hill York United Kingdom Supplier of plumbing fixtures  
Ferguson Enterprises Lexington Lexington United Kingdom Supplier of plumbing fixtures  
Flex Tek Group Greenwood Greenwood United Kingdom Fluid management products 
Flexible Technologies Abbeville Abbeville United Kingdom Rubber & plastic hose & belting 
GKN Aerospace-South 
Carolina 
Orangeburg Orangeburg United Kingdom Aerospace components & composite 
fuselage 
GlaxoSmithKline Aiken Aiken United Kingdom Manufactures pharmaceutical 
preparations 
H & L Accessory Inc Greer Greenville United Kingdom Repair of gas turbine accessories, 
components & fuel systems 
HESCO Bastion USA, Inc Charleston Charleston United Kingdom Geotextile container wall units 
Household Finance Corp Spartanburg Spartanburg United Kingdom Financial services 
Household Finance Corp Rock Hill York United Kingdom Financial services 
Household Finance Corp Columbia Richland United Kingdom Financial services 
Household Finance Corp North 
Augusta 
Aiken United Kingdom Financial services 
Household Finance Corp Anderson Anderson United Kingdom Financial services 
Household Finance Corp Spartanburg Spartanburg United Kingdom Financial services 
Household Finance Corp Greenville Greenville United Kingdom Financial services 
Household Finance Corp North 
Charleston 
Charleston United Kingdom Financial services 
Household Finance Corp Columbia Richland United Kingdom Financial services 
IHG Charleston 
Reservations Office 
North 
Charleston 
Dorchester United Kingdom Hotel Reservation call center 
InterContinental Hotels Charleston Charleston United Kingdom Hotels and motels 
InterContinental Hotels Spartanburg Spartanburg United Kingdom Hotels and motels 
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InterContinental Hotels West 
Columbia 
Lexington United Kingdom Hotels and motels 
InterContinental Hotels Greenville Greenville United Kingdom Hotels and motels 
Morgan Advanced 
Materials & Technology 
Greenville Greenville United Kingdom Headquarters, carbon brushes, hi-temp 
felt & machined graphite accessories 
Morrison Management 
Specialists 
Orangeburg Orangeburg United Kingdom Dining services to healthcare & senior 
living communities 
Morrison Management 
Specialists 
Lancaster Lancaster United Kingdom Dining services to healthcare & senior 
living communities 
MSI Forks Rock Hill York United Kingdom Manufactures forklift parts 
Mustang Engineering  Greenville Greenville United Kingdom Engineering Firm 
Newark Electronics Gaffney Cherokee United Kingdom Distribution of electronic parts & 
equipment 
NPP Newberry Newberry United Kingdom Headquarters (NA), aerospace electrical 
connector components 
Oakwood Products West 
Columbia 
Lexington United Kingdom Chemical manufacturing 
Oakwood Products Estill Hampton United Kingdom Chemical manufacturing 
OpTek Systems Greenville Greenville United Kingdom Laser systems, fiber optic products, 
contract services for measurement & 
machining 
Parnell-Martin Co Anderson Anderson United Kingdom Distribution of plumbing equipment 
Parnell-Martin Co Rock Hill York United Kingdom Distribution of plumbing equipment 
Parsons Brinckerhoff  Columbia Richland United Kingdom Engineering Firm 
Parsons Brinckerhuff Charleston Charleston United Kingdom Engineering Firm 
Porvair Filtration Group Inc Rock Hill York United Kingdom Filters &  filtration systems 
PricewaterhouseCoopers Columbia Richland United Kingdom Employee support center & data 
management 
Rexam Beverage Can Co Bishopville Lee United Kingdom Aluminum beverage cans 
Seaco Parts International 
Inc 
North 
Charleston 
Charleston United Kingdom Supplier of replacement parts for marine 
containers 
Selah Genomics Inc Greenville Greenville United Kingdom Headquarters(NA), diagnostics service 
laboratory 
Serco NA North 
Charleston 
Charleston United Kingdom Air traffic control, navigational aids & 
landing systems services 
Southern Felt Co Inc North 
Augusta 
Edgefield United Kingdom Manufactures non woven felt fabric for 
industrial filtration 
Spirax Sarco Inc Blythewood Richland United Kingdom Industrial valve manufacturing 
SSL America Inc Anderson Anderson United Kingdom Distribution of personal care products 
Sunbelt Rentals Myrtle Beach Horry United Kingdom Equipment rental Co 
Sunbelt Rentals Little River Horry United Kingdom Equipment rental Co 
Sunbelt Rentals Columbia Richland United Kingdom Equipment rental Co 
Sunbelt Rentals Florence Florence United Kingdom Equipment rental Co 
Sunbelt Rentals Anderson Anderson United Kingdom Equipment rental Co 
Sunbelt Rentals Ladson Berkeley United Kingdom Equipment rental Co 
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Sunbelt Rentals Spartanburg Spartanburg United Kingdom Equipment rental Co 
Sunbelt Rentals Cayce Lexington United Kingdom Equipment rental Co 
Sunbelt Rentals Fort Mill York United Kingdom Equipment rental Co 
Sunbelt Rentals North 
Charleston 
Charleston United Kingdom Equipment rental Co 
Sunbelt Rentals Wando Berkeley United Kingdom Equipment rental Co 
Sunbelt Rentals Greer Greenville United Kingdom Equipment rental Co 
Sunbelt Rentals Hardeeville Jasper United Kingdom Equipment rental Co 
Suominen Nonwovens Bethune Kershaw United Kingdom Nonwoven roll goods & wipes for 
aerospace & medical industries 
TransTech of South 
Carolina, Inc 
Piedmont Greenville United Kingdom Manufactures electrical power transfer 
systems 
Trimite Powders Inc Spartanburg Spartanburg United Kingdom Powder coatings 
TWL Precision Inc Ladson Charleston United Kingdom Headquarters (North American), 
automotive components 
Verizon Wireless North 
Charleston 
Charleston United Kingdom Customer service call center 
Verizon Wireless Elgin Richland United Kingdom Customer service call center 
Verizon Wireless 
Carolina/Tennessee 
Headquarters 
Greenville Greenville United Kingdom Wireless communications service call 
center 
Vesuvius USA Corp Dillon Dillon United Kingdom Industrial ceramics 
VT Group North 
Charleston 
Charleston United Kingdom Electronic & infrastructure solutions for 
military 
Westar Aerospace & 
Defense Group Inc 
Eastover Richland United Kingdom Systems engineering for U.S. DOD & select 
commercial customers 
Williams Scotsman Inc Irmo Richland United Kingdom Supplier of mobile offices & modular 
buildings 
Williams Scotsman Inc Summerville Dorchester United Kingdom Supplier of mobile offices & modular 
buildings 
Williams Scotsman Inc Duncan Spartanburg United Kingdom Supplier of mobile offices & modular 
buildings 
 
  
 
 
 
